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FROM: Dan pekarsky, INTERNET:pekarsky@mail.soemadison.wisc.edu 
TO: Chava Werber, 103504,3205 
DATE: 6/9/97 3:30 PM 

Re: Providence 

Sender: pekarsky@mail.soemadison.wisc.edu 
Received: from mail.soemadison .. wisc.edu (mail.soemadison.wisc.edu [144.92.171.1111) by 
dub-img-8.compuserve.com (8.6.10/5.950515) 

id PAA27725; Mon, 9 Jun 1997 15:29:44 -0400 
Received: from soe#u#1-Message_Server by mail.soemadison.wisc.edu 

with Novell_GroupWise; Mon, 09 Jun 1997 14:30:29 -0500 
Message-Id: <s39c1385.015@mail.soemadison.wisc.edu> 
X-Mailer: Novell GroupWise 4.1 
Date: Mon, 09 Jun 1997 14:29:57 -0500 
From: Dan pekarsky <pekarsky@mail.soemadison.wisc.edu> 
To: 103504.3205@CompuServe.COM 
Subject: Providence 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: text/plain 
Content-Disposition: inline 

Actually, I'll be coming to Providence from 
Cleveland and not from Madison -- and 
there's a chance that when I leave 
Providence I'll be going to New York rather 
than right back to Madison. 

Even if it's possible for me to arrive (from 
Cleveland) on Thursday morning, it might 
turn out to be better for me to arrive on 
Wednesday night -- but I'm not sure. By the 
end of this week, I should be ready to 
finalize my plans. Thanks for tracking this 
for me. 

PS In the meantime, maybe you could make a 
reservation for me for Wednesday night in 
Providence -- just in case .... 

Talk to you soon. 

D. 



FROM: Chava Werber, 103504,3205 
TO: Dan pekarsky, INTERNET:pekarsky@mail.soemadison.wisc.edu 
DATE: 6/9/97 4:59 PM 

Re: Copy of: Providence 

Dear Dan, 

I forwarded your previous e-mail to KJ re expenses. 

~ 
Regarding the Providence meeting budgeting: KJ suggested that you talk to KAB before ~~ · 
speaking with an of the other participants because KAB had some issues regarding Linda ' ' v 

.I!J.sl an my Gerstein's expense The lunch and travel for you, Nessa and KAB has been 
approved. --- - - --.;;; -""" f•,c~ ~ 

~\ 

Regarding travel arrangements: I spoke with Roz and asked her to look into flights from 
Cleveland and to New York from Provialence. Even coming from Cleveland, it would be 
necessary for you to fly in Wednesday night prior to the meeting. She suggested a Bed and 
Breakfast might be the most economical and enjoyable accomodation and will get back to me 
with more information on that issue. 

Remaining questions: 
1) What is your time frame for leaving Cleveland? How early can you leave and what is 
the latest time you would like to leave? 

2) What are your travel plans before and after? Roz needs to know in order to put 
together the best package for the entire time you are traveling, including getting to 
Cleveland and getting back from NY 

3) Will you need a hotel with a gym instead of the Bed and Breakfast Roz proposed? · 

4) Who is the seventh attendee? The list as I have it now is as follows: 
1) You 
2.) Nessa 
3)KAB 
4) Linda Thal 
5) Amy Gerstein 
6) Alvin Kaunfer 
7) ??? 

,. 



To: 

From: 

Re: 

Date: 

MEMORANDUM 

Karen Barth, Amy Gerstein, Nessa Rapoport, and Linda Thal 

Alvan Kaunfer and Daniel Pekarsky 

Our upcoming meeting on vision and change 

July 7, 1997 

We were disappointed to have to change the date of our meeting in Providence but were very 
pleased that ~~9~fJd another date when most (and possibly all) of our group could come. It 
will take place at~ansht>bie (50 Sargent Avenue, Providence), beginning at 10 a.m. and will 
last until 5 p.m .. We will be eating lunch at Alvan's home at around 12:30 p.m .. 

In consultation with Karen, the two of us have been giving considerable thought to the agenda 
for this meeting, and we'd like to share with you some of our preliminary thinking. The day will 
include opportunities to study that will be integrated into our work and will be divided into two 

major parts. ~ 

In the first (and longest) p~we will be focusing on critical issues and challenges that we face in 
our efforts to encourage vision-sensitive educational change that is grounded in Jewish sources 
and ideas. Our point of departure for discussing these :issues will be Alvan's effort this year to 
help the Rhode Island Jewish community develop a guiding vision that will inform communal 
deliberations concerning Jewish education. The unfolding ofthis process is described in the 
attached document written by Alvan and based on his year-long experience. 

As you will see when you read Alvan's document, it suggests a multitude of questions that could 
usefully be examined. We ourselves were particularly interested in-the-fellowing: 

1. The consensus issue. The tension between, on the one hand, the desirability of a 
focused vision "with punch" that can elicit enthusiasm and give real guidance and, on the 
other hand, the desire to be inclusive of a wide variety of ideologies and individual 
perspectives in a diverse community. 

2. The connector-issue. As you will see when you look at the case, at a critical moment 
the visioning process and product became disconnected from more practical and 
programmatic conversations and initiatives. How can we organize the process so that 
there is a strong and ongoing connection between these levels? 

3. Related to #2, there is an issue concerning next steps. Speaking as a member of the 
Rhode Island Jewish community and as someone who has taken the process this far, 



, .t ~ an is concerned about strategies for enhancing the likelihood that the vision-statement er that's been produced and the process that has created it not become disconnected from life 
as the community moves forward. What should the next steps be? Or, how might the 
process as a whole have been organized to make it more likely that the vision and the 
visioning process will continue to inform the community's deliberations concerning 
education? 

4. You will notice as you read the case that Alvan made a serious effort to introduce 
various intellectual inputs into this process, e.g. ideas from out of the work ofRosenak 
and Greenberg. How did and didn't this affect the process? Might there have been other 
pertinent ways of introducing these ideas? More generally, how and when should Jewish 
ideas and other intellectual inputs that have the potential to raise the level of discourse be 
introduced? 

5. The time-issue. In this as in many other cases, an organization or community will say, 
"We're prepared to devote one (maybe two) evenings to visioning." Ifwe believe that the 
development of a thoughtful vision is a more time-consuming and thoughtful process 
than is allowable in so limited a time, how should we be responding? What options 
should be considered? 

6. Related to many of the foregoing issues, bow do we conceptualize and organize the 
process so that the vision that is created by a particular sub-group in the community at a 
particular moment in time continues to live for other sub-groups ( e.g. committees charged 
with implementation issues -- congregations, bureaus, federations) and to evolve at later 
moments in time? 

Alvan's case can be used to launch an examination of all these issues. Given the limited time we 
will have together in Providence, our suggestion is that we focus on questions l or 2 and on 
question 4. We would encourage you, as you read through Alvan's document to come to the 
meeting with your thoughts concerning these matters. If you have the time to put your thoughts 
down on paper so that at or before the meeting we could circulate them, that would be great. 

Our tentative plan is to preface each of the topics identified above with a brief introduction, 
grounded in the text, that frames the issue, and then to open it up for discussion. Please let us 
know if you have other or additional suggestions for this part of the meeting. 

In the second part of the day we will begin the process of designing a group ( of which we may be 
the charter-members) made up of individuals who consult to communities, organizations, and 
institutions concerning vision-sensitive educational change and who come together on a regular 
basis for the purpose of: l) Jewish study, pursued both for its own sake and with attention to our 
work; 2) getting advice and support concerning challenges arising in our work; 3) encountering 
and discussing new ideas that are pertinent to our work. What such a group might look like, who 
should be invited to participate, and how it should be organized so as to be both productive and 
richly rewarding are among the questions we will examine. 



We are very excited about both major parts of the agenda and are looking forward to exploring 
them with you. As noted above, we would welcome any thoughts you have concerning the 
projected organization of the day. We will be in touch with you again prior to the meeting. In the 
meantime, all the best from the two of us. 



FAX TRANSMISSION 

To: Daniel Pekarsky 

Fax#: 

From: Chava Werber 

Subject: Providence meeting 

COMMENTS: 

Dear Dan: 

CIJE 
I 5 EAsT 26TH STREET 

NEW YORK, NY I 00 I 0 
(2 I 2) 532-2360 

FAX: ( 2 I 2) 532-2646 

Date: 

Pages: 

July 8, 1997 

5, including this cover sheet. 

Enclosed is the letter (slightly edited and reformatted) to be sent out the attendees of the 
Providence meeting as well as the revised budget form for the meeting. Karen Jacobson asked 
that you sign and fax it back to the office if everything looks O.K with a copy of the agenda for 
the meeting (which I've just discovered is part of the policy for putting in the budget form). 

As we discussed earlier today, I will send out an e-mail this morning to confirm the time and date 
of the meeting as well as the travel plans for KAB and NR. 

' Pending questions: f 
- Should the first page of the letter be sent out on letterhead or is this more informal look tfJ' p { 
more appropriate? ~ ,i . 

/ ' V!.J noic-_-
- Any further information on David Purple? Does he need to be added to the budget? p~ p. 
Should he receive the mailing at this point? tu.!t.d. ~ t 

bf\cl.tfw.~ 
. - Is everything settled with you travel arrangements? Please let me know if you need any Y61A · 

help on this. I will e-mail the hotel confirmation number to you later in the day. J,kj. ~ 1~ t,t. J 
Sorry for the delay in sending back the materials to you, but I have cleared my schedule for today Uk ft, 
in order to get out the mailing in today' s mail. ~,'ltff! · 
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To: 

From: 

Re: 

Date: 

MEMORANDUM 

Karen Barth, Amy Gerstein, Nessa Rapoport, and Linda Thal 

Alvan Kaunfer and Daniel Pekarsky 

Our upcoming meeting on vision and change 

July 8, 1997 

We were disappointed to have to change the date of our meeting in Providence but were very 
pleased that we could find another date when most (and possibly all) of our group could come. It 
will take place on Monday, July 28 at Alvan's home (50 Sargent Avenue, Providence), beginning 
at IO a.m. and will last until 5 p.m .. We will be eating lunch at Alvan's home at around 12:30 
p.m .. 

In consultation with Karen, the two of us have been giving considerable thought to the agenda 
for this meeting, and we'd like to share with you some of our preliminary thinking. The day will 
include opportunities to study that will be integrated into our work and will be divided into two 
major parts. 

In the first (and longest) part, we will be focusing on critical issues and challenges that we face in 
our efforts to encourage vision-sensitive educational change that is grounded in Jewish sources 
and ideas. Our point of departure for discussing these issues will be Alvan's effort this year to 
help the Rhode Island Jewish community develop a guiding vision that will inform communal 
deliberations concerning Jewish education. The unfolding of this process is described in the 
attached document written by Alvan and based on his year-long experience. 

As you will see when you read Alvan's document, it suggests a multitude of questions that could 
usefully be examined. We ourselves were particularly interested in the following: 

1. The consensus issue. The tension between, on the one hand, the desirability of a 
focused vision "with punch" that can elicit enthusiasm and give real guidance and, on the 
other hand, the desire to be inclusive of a wide variety of ideologies and individual 
perspectives in a diverse community. 

2. The connector-issue. As you will see when you look at the case, at a critical moment 
the visioning process and product became disconnected from more practical and 
programmatic conversations and initiatives. How can we organize the process so that 
there is a strong and ongoing connection between these levels? 

3. Related to #2, there is an issue concerning next steps. Speaking as a member of the 



Rhode Island Jewish community and as someone who has taken the process this far, 
Alvan is concerned about strategies for enhancing the likelihood that the vision-statement 
that has been produced and the process that has created it not become disconnected from 
life as the community moves forward. What should the next steps be? Or, how might the 
process as a whole have been organized to make it more likely that the vision and the 
visioning process will continue to inform the community's deliberations concerning 
education? 

4. You will notice as you read the case that Alvan made a serious effort to introduce 
various intellectual inputs into this process, e.g. ideas from out of the work of Rosenak 
and Greenberg. How did and didn't this affect the process? Might there have been other 
pertinent ways of introducing these ideas? More generally, how and when should Jewish 
ideas and other intellectual inputs that have the potential to raise the level of discourse be 
introduced? 

5. The time-issue. In this as in many other cases, an organi:zation or community will say, 
"We're prepared to devote one (maybe two) evenings to visioning." Ifwe believe that the 
development of a thoughtful vision is a more time-consuming and thoughtful process 
than is allowable in so limited a time, how should we be responding? What options 
should be considered? 

6. Related to many of the foregoing issues, how do we conceptualize and organize the 
process so that the vision that is created by a particular sub-group in the community at a 
particular moment in time continues to live for other sub-groups (e.g. committees charged 
with implementation issues -- congregations, bureaus, federations) and to evolve at later 
moments in time? 

Alvan's case can be used to launch an examination of all these issues. Given the limited time we 
will have together in Providence, our suggestion is that we focus on questions I or 2 and on 
question 4. We would encourage you, as you read through Alvan's document to come to the 
meeting with your thoughts concerning these matters. ff you have the time to put your thoughts 
down on paper so that at or before the meeting we could circulate them, that would be great. 

Our tentative plan is to preface each of the topics identified above with a brief introduction, 
grounded in the text, that frames the issue, and then to open it up for discussion. Please let us 
know if you have other or additional suggestions for this part of the meeting. 

In the second part of the day we will begin the process of designing a group (of which we may be 
the charter-members) made up of individuals who consult to communities , organi:zations, and 
institutions concerning vision-sensitive educational change and who come together on a regular 
basis for the purpose of: 1) Jewish study, pursued both for its own sake and with attention to our 
work; 2) getting advice and support concerning challenges arising in our work; 3) encountering 
and discussing new ideas that are pertinent to our work. What such a group might look like, who 
should be invited to participate, and how it should be organized so as to be both productive and 
richly rewarding are among the questions we will examine. 



We are very excited about both major parts of the agenda and are looking forward to exploring 
them with you. As noted above, we would welcome any thoughts you have concerning the 
projected organization of the day. We will be in touch with you again prior to the meeting. In the 
meantime, all the best from the two of us. 



TO: Karen Barth, 104440,2474 
Nessa Rapoport, 7 4671 ,3370 

CC: Dan Pekarsky, internet:danpek@macc.wisc.edu 

Re: July 10 Providence meeting 

Karen and Nessa: 

Dan asked that I update you on flight information for the July 1 0 meeting in Providence based 
on a meeting scheduled from 10 - 5. 

The flight is one hour and a half long and we are leaving half an hour for travel time to the 
meeting place. As such, I would recommend the 8 am flight there and the 5:55 on the way 
back. 

Roz informs me that Providence is a popular place in the summer and therefore we should 
secure reservations as early as possibl,e. 

Please let me know if you need further assistance. 
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To: 

From: 

Date: 

Re: 

MEMORANDUM 

Participants of Providence meeting 

Chava Werber 

July 21, 1997 

Meeting document 

Dan asked that I send the enclosed document to you so that you could read it in preparation for 
the Providence meeting on July 28. The group will spend some time studying this essay and 
thinking about CIJE's work. 
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I 
MOSES 

( 1904) 

The influence of great men on the history of the 
human race is a subject of much discussion among 
philosophers. Some maintain that the great men create 
history, and the masses are nothing more than the 
material on which they work. Others assert that the 
masses are the moving force, and the great men of 
every age are only inevitable products of that age and 
its conditions. Such discussions make one reflect on 
the tendency of philosophers to shut their eyes to what 
lies in front of them, and to seek by roundabout paths 
what is really so near. Surely it is obvious that the 
real great men of history, the men, that is, who have 
becom'e forces in the life of humanity, are not actual, 
concrete persons who existed in a certain age. There 
is not a single great man in history of whom the popu
lar fancy has not drawn a picture entirely different 
.from the actual man; and it is this imaginary concep
tion, created by the masses to suit their needs and their 
inclinations, that is the real great man, exerting an 
influence which abides in some cases for thousands of 
years-this, and not the concrete original, who lived 
a short space in the actual world, ana was never seen 
by the masses in his true likeness. 

And so it is when lea·rned scnofars burrow in the 

l 
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MOSES 307 

dust of ancient books and manuscripts, in order to 
raise the great men of history from the grave in their 
true shapes; believing the while that they are sacrifi
cing their eyesight for the sake of " historical truth." 
Lt is borne in on me that these scholars have a ten
dency to overestimate tl~e value of their discoveries, 
and will not appreciate the simple fact that not every 
archeologkal truth is also an historical truth. Histori
cal truth is . .that, and that alone, which reveals the 
forces that go to mould the social life of mankind. 
Every man who leaves a perceptible mark on that life, 
though he may be a purely imaginary figure, is a real 
historical force; his existence is an historical truth. 
And on. the other hand, every man who has left no 
impress on -the general course of life, be his concrete 
exjstenc'e at a particular time never so indisputable, 
is only one of the million: and the truth contained in 
the statement that such an one existed is a merely 
literal truth, which makes absolutely no difference, and 
is therefore, in the historical sense, no truth at all. 
Goethe's Werther, for instance, was a pure fiction ; 
~ut his influence on that generation was so immense as 
to cause a large number of suicides: and therefore he 
is, in the historical sense, much more truly a real 
person than this or .that actual German of the same 
period, who lived an actual concrete life, and died, and 
was forgotten, and became as though · he had never 
been. Hence I do not grow enthusiastit when the 
drag-net of !;cholarship hauls up sdme new "truth " 
about a great man of tlfo past; when it is proved by 

... 
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MOSES 

the most convincing evidence that some national hero, 
who lives on in the hearts of his people, and irifluences 
their development, never existed, or was something 
absolutely unlike the popular picture of him. On such 
occasions I tell myself: all t~is is very fine and very 
good, and certainly this "truth" will erase or alter a 
par:i.graph of a chapter in the book of archeology; 
but it will not make history erase the name of its hero, 
or change its attjtude towards him, because real hjstory 
has no concern with so-and-so who is dead, and who 
was never seen in that form by the nation at large, but 
only by antiquarians; its concern is only with the living 
hero, whose image is graven in the hearts of men, who 
has become a force in human Ii fe. And what cares 
history whether this force was at one time a walking 
and talking biped, or whether it was never anything 
bu,t a creature of the imagination, labelled with the 
name of some contrete man? In either case history is 
certain about his existence, l:iecause history feels his 
effects: 

And so when I read the Haggadah on the eve of 
Passover, and the spirit of Moses the son of Amram, 
that supremest of heroes, who stands like a pillar of 
light on the threshold of our history, hovers before 
me and lifts me out of this nether world, I am quite 
oblivious of all the doubts and questions propounded 
by non-Jewish critics. I care not whether this man 
Moses really existed; whether his life and his ac6vity 
really corresponded to our traditional account of him ; 
whether he was really the savior of Israel and gave 

·1 
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his people the Law in the form in which it is preserved 
among us; and so forth. I have one short and simple 
answer for all these conundn,;ms. This Moses, I say, 
this man of old time, whose existence and character 
you are trying to elucidate, matters to nobv<ly but 
scholars like you. We have another Moses of our 
own, whose image has been enshrined in the hearts 
of the Jewish people for generations, and whos.e influ
ence on our national life has never ceased from ancient 
times till the present day. The existence -of this Moses, 
as a historical fact, depends in no way on your investi
gations. For ·even if you succeeded in demonstrating 
conclusively that the man Moses never exis.ted, or that 
he was not such a man as we supposed, you would not 
thereby detract one jot from the historical reality of 
the ideal Moses- the Moses who has been our leader 
not only for forty years in the wilderness of Sinai, but 
for thousands of years in all the wildernesses in which 
we have wandered since the Exodus. 

And it is not only the existence of this Moses that 
is clear and indisputable to me. His character is 
equally plain, and is not liable to be altered by any 
archeological discovery. This ideal- I reason-has 
been created in the spirit. of the Jewish people; and 
the creator creates in his own image. These ideal fig
ures, into which a nation breathes its most intense 

· aspirations, seem to be fashioned automatically, without 
conscious purpose; and therefore, though they cannot, 
of course, escape a certain superfluous and inhar
monious embroidery, and though we cannot insist that 

/ 
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310 MOSES 

every detail shall be organically related to the central 
idea, yet the picture as a whole, H we look at its broad 
outlines, does always represent t hat idea which is the 
cause of its existence, and as it were the seed from 
which the whole tree has grown. 

I take, therefore, a comprehensive view of the whole 
range of tradition about Moses, and ask myself first 
of a11: What essentially is Moses? In other words, 
what manner of thing is the national ideal which has 
its embodiment in Moses? There are heroes and heroes 
- heroes of war, heroes of thought, and so forth ; and 
when we examine an ideal picture we· must first be 
clear as to the essential nature of the ideal which the 
artist had in his mind and attempted to portray. 

And as I look at the figure of Moses I go on to ask: 
Was he a military hero? 

No I The whole canvas betrays no hint of physical 
force. We never find Moses at the head of an army, 
performing feats of valor against the enemy. Only 
once ·do we see h im on the battlefield, in the battle 
with Amalek; and there he simply stands and watches 
the course of fhe fighting, helping the army of Israel 
by his moral strength, but taking no part in the actual 
battle. 

Again : Was he a statesman? 
Again, no I When he had to confront Pharaoh and 

discuss questions of politics with him, he was helpless 
without his brother Aaron, his mouthpiece. 

Was he, then, a lawgiver? 
Once more, no! Every lawgiver- makes laws for 

MOSES 31t 

his own age, with a view to the particular needs of 
that time and that place in which he and his people 
live. But Moses made laws for the future, for a 
generation that did not yet exist, and a country not 
yet conquered; and tradition has made no secret of 
the fact that many laws attributed to Mos.es only came 
into force after several generations, while others have 
never been put into practice at all. 

What, then, was Moses? 
T radition answers in the most explicit terms: 

" There arose not a Prophet since in Israel like unto 
Moses." This,_ then, is wha.t Moses was: a Prophet. 
But he was different from the other Prophets, whose 
appearance in our history, as a specific type, dates 
only from the period of the monarchy. He was, 
as later generations learned to call him, " the lord of 
the Prophets," that is, .the ideal archetype of Hebrew 
prophecy in the purest and most exalted sense of the 

word. 
Again I take a comprehensive glance at what read

ing and reAection have taught me about the nature 
of Hebrew prophecy, and try .to define its essential 
,characteristics. 

The Prophet has two fundamental qualities, which 
distinguish him from the rest of mankind. First, he 
is a ma,i of truth. He sees life as it is, with a view 
unwarped by subjectiv,e feelings; and he tells you what 
he sees just as he sees it, unaffected by irrelevant con
siderations. He tells the truth not because he wishes 
to tell the truth, not because he has convinced him-
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312 MOSES 

self, after inquiry, that such is his duty, but because. 
he needs must, because .truth-telling is a special char
acteristic of his genius-a characteristic of which he 
cannot rid himself, even if he would. It has been 
well said by Carlyle that every man can attain to the 
elevation of the Prophet by seeking truth ; but whereas 
the ordinary man is able to reach that plane by 
strength of will and enormous effort, the Prophet can 
stand on no other by reason of his very nature. 

Secondly, the Prophet is an extr:emist. He concen
trates his whole heart and mind on his ideal, in which 
he finds the goal of life, and to which he is deter
mined to make .the whole world do service, without 
the smallest exception. There is in his soul a complete, 
ideal world; and on that pattern he labors to reform 
the external world of reality. He has a clear con
viction that so things must be, and no more is needed 
to make him demand that so they shall be. He 
can accept no excuse, can consent to no compromise, 
can never cease thundering his passionate denuncia
tions, even if the whole universe is against h im. 

From these two fundamental characteristics there 
results a third, which is a combination of the o.ther 
two: namely, the supremacy of absolute righteo11'1ffless 
in the Prophet's soul, in his every word and action. 
As a man of truth he cannot help being also a man 
of justice or righteousness; for what is righteous
ness but truth in action? And as an extremist he can
not subordinate righteousness (any more than he can 
subordinate truth) to any irrelevant end; he cannot 
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desert righteousness from motives of temporary ex
pediency, even at the bidding of love or pity. Thus 
the Prophe.t's righteousness is absolute, knowing no 
restriction either on the side of social necessities 0r on 
that of human feelings. 

The Prophet, then, is in this position: on the one 
ha:nd, he cannot altogether reform the world according 
to his desire; on the other hand, he cannot cheat himself 
and shut his eyes to its defects. Hence it is impossible 
for him ever to be at peace with the actual life in 
which his days are spent. There is thus a grain of 
truth in the popular idea of the Prophet as above all 
a man who predicts the f1.Lture; for, in truth, the whole 
world of the Prophet consists of his heart's vision of 
what is to come, of "the latter end of days." This is 
his delight and his comfort whenever the cup of sor
rows is full to the brim, and he has no strength left 
to pour cpt his soul in bitter outcry against the evil 
that he sees around him. 

But just as the Prophet will not bow to the world, 
so the world will not bow to him, will not accept his 
influence immediately and directly. This influence 
must first pass through certain channels in which it 
becomes adapted to the conditions of life. Then only 
can it affect mankind. These chan~els are human 
channels. They are men who cannot rise to the 
Prophet's elevation, and have no sympathy with his 
extremism, but are none the less nearer to him in 
spirit than the mass of men, and are capable of being 
influenced by him up to a certain point. These men 
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are the Priests of the prophetic ideal. They stand be
twe•en the Prophet and .the world, and transmit his in
flue:nce by devious ways, adapting their methods to 
the needs of each particular tim_e, and not insisting 
that tht message shall descend on the workaday world 
in all its pristine purity. 

Thus I picture the Prophet in his Rurest form.1 

S,uch, in essentials, were all the true Prophets of 
Israel, from Hosea and Amos to Jeremiah and Ezekiel; 
but th.e typ.e is most perfectly realized in the ideal 
picture of " the lord of the Prophets." 

When Moses first leaves the schoolroom and goes 
out into the world, he is at once brought face to fo.ce 
with a violation of justice, and unhesitatingly he takes 

. the side of the injured. Here at the outset is revealed 
the eternal struggle between the P rophet and the 
world. 

"An Egyptian smiting a Hebrew," the strong tread
ing scqrnfully on the weak-this every-day occurrence 
is his· first experience. The Prophet's indignation is 
arous.ed, and he helps .the weaker. Then " two 
Hebrews strove together"-two brothers, both weak, 
both slaves of Pharaoh: and yet they fight each other. 
Once more the Prophet's sense of justice compels him, 
and he meddles in a quarrel which is not his. But this 
time he discovers that it is no easy matter to fight the 
battle of justice; that the world is stronger than him
self, and that he who stands against the world does 
so at his peril. Yet this experience does not make 

1 See the essay "Priest and Prophet" (p. 125] . 
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him prudent or cautious. His zeal for justice drives 
him from his country ; and as soon as he reaches 
another haunt of men, while he is still sitting by the 
well outside the city, before he has had time to find 
a friend and shelter, he hears once more .the cry of 
outraged justice, and nms immediately to its aid. This 
.time the wranglers are not Hebrews, but foreigners 
and strangers. But what of that? The Prophet makes 
no distinction between man a~d man, only between 
right and wrong. He sees strong shepherds trampling 
on the rights of weak women-" and Moses stood up 
and helped them." 

This is the sum of our knowledge about Moses' life 
t ill the time when he stood before Pharaoh- and he 
was then " eighty years old." Of all that long stretch 
of years, and what happened in them, tradition takes 
no accou,,t, -because they were only the preface, only 
the preparation for the real work of the Prophet. If 
an exception was made in the case of these three 
events, which happened to the Prophet at the outset 
of his life's journey, and if we see that _all three have 
the same characteristic, that of the Prophet standing 
.up agains.t the world in the name of righteousness, we 
may believe that the object of the tradition was to 
th row this conflict into :relief, and to show how the 
Prophet displayed the essential qualities of his kind 
from the very first. We may therefore inf er that 
throughout the whole of that period, in all his wander
ings, he never ceased to fight the battle of justice, until 
the day came when he was to be the savior of his 
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people, and te.fch the world justice, not for his own 
time merely, but for all eternity. 

That great moment dawned in the wilderness, far 
away from the turmoil of the world. The Prophet's 
soul is weary of his ceaseless battle, and he would fain 
rest in peace. He turns his back on men for .the 
shepherd's life, and takes his sheep into the wilder
nes~. There " he came to the mountain of God, unto 
Horeb." But even here there is no rest for him. He 
feels that he has not yet fulfilled his mission; a secret 
force in his heart urges him on, saying, "What doest 
thou here? Go thou, work and fight : for to that end 
wast thou created." He would like to disregard this 
voice, but cannot. The Prophet hears " the voice of 
God " in his heart, whether he will or not: " and if I 
say, I will not make _mention of him. . . . . then 
there is in mine heart as it were a b11mi11g fire shut up 
in my bones, and I am weary with forbearing, and I 
cannot contain." 

And- the_ Prophet remembers that in his youth, at 
his nrst encounter with life, the same fire burnt in his 
heart and gaye him no rest. From that day to this he 
has done all in his power to make justice supreme in 
the world : and the fire is still burning. The best of his 
years, the Rower of his strength, have been consumed 
in the battle; and victory is not his. Now old age has 
come upon him; yet a little, and he will be sapless as 
a withered and barren tree-even like .this bush before 
him. Can he still find new means of reaching his goal? 
Can his old age su'cceed where his youth has failed? 
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What is there to do that he has not don_e ? Why should 
the fire . still burn within him, still disturb his soul's 
peace? 

Suddenly he hears the inner " voice of God "-the 
voice that he knows so well--calling .to him from some 
forgotten corner of his heart: 

" I am the God of thy father . . . . I have surely 
seen the affliction of my people which are in Egypt 
. . . . Come now, therefore, and I will send thee 
unto Pharaoh, that thou mayest bring forth my people, 
the children of Israel, out of Egypt." 

"The God of his father," " the affliction of his 
people "-how can he have forgotten all this till now? 
Faithfully has he served the God of the Universe, 
fighting a hero's battle for universal justice. In 
Midian, in every country in which be set foot, he has 
striven always to deliver the oppressed from the 
opprc$,ior, has preach·ed always truth and peace and 
charity. But the God of his father he has forgotten; 
his people he has not remembered; the affliction where
with the Egyptians afflict his people-of Yiat he has 
.taken no thought. 

Now a new hope springs up in the Prophet's heat't, 
and grows stronger each moment. With this hope, 
he feels, his strength increases, and the days of his 
youth are renewed. Now he knows the right way to · 
the goal which he has striven after all liis life. 
Hitherto he has consumed his sfrength among 
strangers, who looked on him as an alien even after he 
h'ao spent yea'rs among Niem; who took no account 
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of him, and paid no heed to his teaching; who would 
nol l>e1ieve him even if he callea on the name o,f ·their 

own gods. But now, now he will go to his own breth
ren, his own people, and will speak to them in the name 
of the God of his fathers and theirs. They will know 
and respect him; they will listen to all that he says, 
will listen and obey: and the sovereignty of right
eousness, hitherto nothing more than his heart's ideal, 
will be established in the world by this his people, 
which he will bring forth out of the house of bondage. 

Under the spell of this noble idea the Prophet for
gets for a moment all the obstacles in his path, and 
in fancy sees himself already in Egypt among his 
people. To Pharaoh, indeed, he will not go alone. 
He knows beforehand that such a man as he, unskilled 
to speak smooth words, cannot bend the hearts of kings 
to his desire. But he will approach first of all his own 
people; he will assemble the "elders· of Israel," men 
who are known in the royal house; to .them first he 
will rev..eal the great tidings, that God has visited them. 
And these men, the flower of the people, will under
stand him and " hearken .to his voice." They will go 
with him to Pharaoh, and give God's message to the 
king in a language which he understands. 

But how if even they, the elders of Israel, " will not 
hearken to his voice," " will not believe" in his mis
sion? 

In that case he knows what to do. Not for nothing 
was he brought up in Pharaoh's hotfse on the kn-ees 

. of the magicians. " Encoontmel:'lts " a·re ari aoo'min•a-
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tion to him; but what can he do if the " elders of 
Israel " believe only in s·uch things, ancl are open .to 
no other appeal? 

Even the " sons of God " have been known to fall 
from Heaven to earth ; and even the Prophet has his 
moments of relapse, when the spirit of prophecy deserts 
him, ancl his mortal elements drag him down into the 
mire of the world. But only for a moment c·an ±he 
Prophet cease to be what he ought to be, and needs 
must be-a man of truth. Scarcely has Moses con
ceived this idea of gaining credence by means of magic 
enchantments, when the Prophet in him rises up in 
arms against this unclean thougl1t. Never I Since first 
he began to hear " the voice of God " his tongue has 
been ~ holy instrument, the outer vesture of that 
Djvine voic~ within him ; but " a man of words," a 

man whose words are only means to the attainment of 
his desires, not genuinely connected with his thought 
-such a man he has never been " heretofore " nor 
will ever be. That is a price which he will n~t pay 
even for the redemption of his people. If there is no 
~ay but th:ough enchantments, then let the redemp
tion be achieved by others, and let him alone in his 
spotless truth, alone in the wilderness: 

"Oh, Lord, send, I pray thee, by the hand of him 
whom Thou wilt send." 

But it is not easy for the Prophet to remain in the 
wil~ern<!'Ss. The burning fire wh'rch h'as j'ust roused 
all _his spiritual forces to action ha:s n·ot yet been 
.quelled; it wil!. give him no rest till he nnd some way 
to carry out his thought. 
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So, at last, the Prophet finds tlhe necessary " chan
nel" through which his influence shall reach the 
people. He has a brother in Egypt, a man of position, 
a Levite, who knows how to shape his words to the 
needs of the time and the place. His brother will need 
no enchantments to gain him allegiance. He, the 
" Priest" of the future, will go with the Prophet to 
the elders and t~ the king himself. Nay, he will know 
how to find a way into the hearts of all of them: 

"And thou shalt speak unto him . . . . and he 
shall be thy spokesman unto the people: and it shall 
come to pass, that he shall be to thee a mouth, and 
thou shalt be to him as God." 

So the immediate g~al is reached. Pharaoh and all 
his host lie at the bottom of the Red Sea, and Moses 
stands at the head of a free people, leading them to the 
land of their ancestors. 

"Then sang Moses . . . . " In this hour of happi
ness his hear't overflows with emotion, and pours itself 
out in .song. He does not know that he is still at the 
beginning of his j oumey ; he does not know that the 
real task the most difficult task, has still to be com
menced.· ' Pharaoh is gone, but his work remains; the 
master has ceased to be masfer, but the slave·s have not 
ceased to be slaves. A people trained for generations 
in the house of bondage cannot cast off in an instant 
the effects of that training arid become trtily free, even 
when the chains have been struck off. 

But the Prophet believes in the power of his ideal. 
He is convinced that the ideal which he is destined to 
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give to his people will have sufficient force to expel 
the taint of slavery, and to imbue this slave-people 
with a new spirit of strength and upward striving, 
equal to all .the demands of its lofty mission. 

Then the Prophet gathers his people at the foot of 
the mountain, opens the innermost heavens before 
them, and shows them the God of their fathers in a 
new form, in all His universal grandeur. 

" For all the earth is Mine," so speaks the voice of 
.the God of Israel "out of the midst of the fire." 
Hitherto you have believed, in common with all other 
nations, that every people and every country has its 
own god, all-powerful within his boundaries, and that 
these gods wage war on one another an<l conquer one 
another, like the nations that serve them. But it is 
not so. There is no such thing as a God of Israel and 
a different God of Egypt; there is one God, who was, 
is, and shall be: He is Lord of all the earth, and Ruler 
over rill the nations. And it is this universal God who 
is the God of your fathers. The whole world is His 
handiwork, and all men are created in His image; but 
you, the children of His chosen Abraham, He has 
singled out to be His peculiar people, to be " a kingdom 
of priests and an holy nation," to sanctify His name in 
the world and to be an example to mankind in your 
individual and in your corporate life, which are to be 
based on new foundations, on the spirit of Truth and 
Righteousness. 

" Justice, justice shalt thou follow." " Keep thee 
far from a false matter." You shall not respect the 
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strong; "and a stranger shalt thou not wrong. . . . . 
Ye shall no.t afflict any widow, or fatherless thild." 
But neither shall you wrest justice on the side of the 
weak: "Neither shalt thou favor a poor man in his 
cause." The •guiding rule of your lives shall be neither 
hatred and jealousy, nor yet Jove and pity, for all alike 
pervert the view and bias the judgment. "Justice, 
justice "-that alone shall be your rule. 

"Did ever people hear the voice of God speaking 
out of the midst of the fire" such lofty and majestic 
words? And the nation that has heard this message, 
though it may have been sunk for centuries in the 
mora.ss of slavery and degradation, how can it fail to 
rise out of the depths, and feel in its innermost soul 
the purifying light .that streams in upon it? 

So thinks the Prophet; and the people confirm his 
belie:£, as they cry ecstatically, with one voice, "All 
that the Lord hath spoken we will do." 

So the Prophet leaves the camp in peace of mind, 
and withdraws into solitude on the top of the moun
tain, there to perfect and complete the law of right
eousness. But before he has been many days out of 
sight the Egyptian bondman rears his head, and in 
a moment overturns the dream-castle which the Prophe.t 
has built on the foundation of his faith in the power of 
the ideal. " The voice of God " is drowned by " the 

noise of the people as they shouted "; and the Priest, 
whom the Prophet trusted, who was his mouthpiece 
before Pharaoh and the people, this very Priest is 
carried away by the mob, a.nd makes them "gods" 
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after their own heart, and builds an altar . This, 
in his view, is what the hour demands: and the Priest 
is above all a man of the hour. 

The Prophet's grief knows no bounds. AU his work, 
all his visions of his people's glorious mission, all .the 
hope which comforted him in his arduous path, all is 
vanished into nothing. He is seized by impotent 
despair. "The tablets of the Covenant" fall from his 

hand and are broken; his faith in himself and his work 
is shaken. Now he sees how hard it is to create a 
" pe;:uliar people " out of such warped material, and 
for one mon 1ent he thinks of abandoning this " obsti
nate people," and entrusting his tablets to the remnant 
who arc faithful to his covenant. They will observe 
his law, and win over little by little the best of man

kind, till they become " a great nation " ; and he will 
return to his shepherd's life in the wilderness. 

But the Prophet is not a Priest: it is not for him .to 
bow to circumstances without a struggle, and to change 
his way of thought at their bidding. The first im
pulse passes away, and the Prophet returns to his 
mission, and resolves to go forward , come what may. 
Now he realizes the hard task that lies before him. 
He no longer believes in a sudden revolution ; he knows 
that signs and wonders and visions of Goel can arouse 
a momentary enthusiasm, but cannot create a new 

h~art, cannot uproot and implant feelings and inclina
tions with any stability or permanence. So he sum
mons all his patience to the task of bearing the trouble
some burden of his people and training it by slow steps 
till it is fit for its mission. 
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Thus the first period passes away. The Prophet 
teaches, trains1 bears, and forgives, borne up by the 
hope of seeing the fruits of his labor at no distant day, 
when his people's mission will be fulfilled in .their 

own land. ' 
And then comes the incident of the spies. Here is 

a nation on its way to conquer a country by force, 
a111d there build up its own distinctive national life, 
which ls to be an example to the world: and at the 
first unfavorable report despair sets in, and the glorious 
future is forgotten. Even the P rophet's heart fails 
him at this evidence of utter, fathomless degradation. 

Moses now sees, then, that his last hope is ground
less. Not even education will avail to make this de
graded mob capable of a lofty mission. Straightway 
the Prophet decrees extinction on his generation, and 
resolves to remain in the wilderness forty years, till all 
that generation be consumed, and its place be taken 
by a new generation, born and bred in freedom, and 
trained from childhood under the influence of the 
Law which it is to observe in the land of its future. 

It requires unusual courage to go out boldly .to meet 
danger, to fall single-handed on an enemy of vastly 

,. superior strength, to plunge into a stormy sea. But 
· far greater heroism is demanded of the man who goes 

about consciously and deliberately to tear •out of his 
heart a splendid hope, which has been the V'ery breath 
of his life ; to stop half-way when all his feelings 
tumultuously impel him on towards the goal which 
seemed so near. With such heroism has this Hebrew 
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tradition endowed its Superman, the prince of its 
Prophets. In vain do his followers, now conscious 
of ,their error, urge him to take up the work again, and 
lead them to their inheritance; in vain is their entreaty, 
" Lo, we be here, and will go up " I The Prophet has 
decreed, and will not, nay cannot, retract. He is con
vinced that " this evil congregation " can be of no use 
for liis-fY,!rpose, and no entreaty will induce the Prophet 
to act against his convictions. He mourns with them 
and makes their grief his own; but for their suppli
cations he has one stern answer, " Go not up, for the 
Lord is-not among you." 

So the Prophet remains in the wilderness, buries 
his own generation and trains up a new one. Year 
af.ter year passes, and he never grows weary of re
peating to this growing generation the laws of right
eousness that must guide its life in the land of its 
future ; never tires of recalling the glorious past in 
which these laws were fashioned. The past and the 
future are the P rophet's whole life, each completing 
the other. In the present he sees nothing but a wil
derness, a life far removed from his ideal ; and there
fore he looks before and after. He lives in the future 
world of his vision, and seeks strength in .the past 
out of which that vision-world is quarried. 

Forty years are gone, and the new generation is 
about to emerge from its vagabond life in the wilder
ness, and take up the broken thread of the national 
task, when the Prophet dies, and another man assumes 
the leadership, and brings the people to its land. 
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"· 
Why does the P rophet die ? Why is it not vouch-

safed to him to complete his work himself? Tradition, 
as we know, gives no sufficient reason. But tradition 
recognized, with unerring instinct, that so it needs 
must be. When the time comes for the ideal to be em
bodied in practice, the Prophet can no ~onger stand at 
the head; he must give place to another. The reason 
is that from .that moment there begins a new period, 
a period in which prophecy is dumb, a period of those 
half-measures and compromises which are essential to 
the battle of life. In this period reality assumes gradu
ally a form very different from that of the Prophet's 
vision; and so it is be.tter for him to die than to witness 
this change. "He shall see the land before him, but 
he shall not go thith~r." He has brought his people 
to the border, fitted them for their future, and given 
them a noble ideal to be their lodestar in .time of 
trouble, their comfort and their salvation; the rest is 
for other men, who are more skilled to compromise 
with life. Let them do what they will do and achieve 
what they will achieve, be it much or little. In any 
case they will not achieve all that the Prophet wished, 
and their way will not be his way. 

As for him, the Prophet, he dies, as he ,has lived, 
in his faith. All the evil that he has seen has been 
powerless to quench his hope for the foture, or aim 
the brightness of the ideal that illumined his path from 
afar. He dies with gladness on his face, and with 
words of comfort for the latter days on his lips: dies, 
as tradition says, "in a kiss," embracing, as it were, 
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the ideal to which he has consecrated his life, and £or 
which he has toiled and suffered till his last breath. 

When Heine wanted to describe .the greatness of the 
prince of Hebrew poets, Jehudah Halevi, he said that 
"he was born with a kiss." But that idea is foreign 
to the Jewish spirit. When the national tradition 
wishes to describe the greatness of .the prince of 
Prophets, it makes him die, not come to life, with a 
kiss. That _death-kiss is the crown of a work com
pleted and a duty fulfilled to the uttermost, of a life 
whose burden has been borne from first .to last with the 
steadfastness of a sea-girt rock, which flinches not nor 
bo~~ut bears unmoved the onset of the devouring 

,,. waves. 
"The creator," I have said, " creates in his own 

image." And in truth, our people has but expressed 
itself, at its highest, in this picture of Moses. Well 
have the Cabbalists said that " Moses is reincarnated 
in every age." Some hint of Moses has illumined the 
dark life of our people, like a spark, in every genera
tion. This needs no lengthy proof. We have 'out to 
open our Prayer Book, and we shall see almost on 
every page how constant has been the striving after 
the realization of the prophetic ideal in all its world
embracing breadth, constant throughout the blackest 
periods of the Jew's history, when his life has been 
most precarious, and persecution has driven him from 
country to country. Israel has never lived in the pres
ent. The present, with its evil and its wickedness, has 
always filled us with anguish, indignation, and bitter-
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ness. But just as constantly have we been inspired 
with brilliant hopes for the future, and an ineradicable 
faith in the coming .triumph of the good and . the right; 
and for these hopes and that faith we have always 
sought and found support· in the history of our past, 
whereon our imagination has brooded, weaving all 
manner of fair dreams, so as to make the past a kind 
of mirror of the future. Our very Hebrew language; , 
the garment of the Jewish spirit, has no present tense, 
but only a past and a future. The question has been 
much debated, ~hether the fundamental characteristic 
of the Jewish spirit is optimism or pessimism; and ex
treme views have been propounded on both sides. But 
all such discussion is futile. The Jew is both optimist 
and pessimist; but his pessimism has reference to the 
present, his optimism to the future. This was true of 
the Prophets, and it is true of the people of the 
Prophets. 

_There has, indeed, been orie short period 
0

in modern 
Jewish history when Israel grew utterly weary of toil 
and trouble, and began to long for solace in the present, 
taking pleasure in the fleeting hour, as other nations do, 
and ·demanding no more of life than what it can give. 
And when once this longing was aroused, and became 
Israel's ideal ( despite its fundamental opposition to the · 
prophetic outlook), the prophetic characteristic at once 
manifested itself here also: the ideal was pursued to 
extreme lengths, without any regard to the obstacles 
that lay i~ the way of its attainment. The Jews of 
that period had no pity on the vision of a great future, 
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to which their ancestors clung throughout history. 
They wiped it out at a single stroke, as soon as its 
abando.nment seemed to be a necessary step to the 
attainrpent of the ideal of to-day. And with the future 
the past necessarily went, seeing that it had no meaning 
except as a mirror of the future. But we all know the 
e'nd of the story. The ideal of to-day was not attained; 
and all the labor of that period, its attempt to destroy 
one world and build another, left nothing but ruin and 
the bitterness that comes of wasted effort. 

But this was a mere passing phase, a sort of faint
ing-fit, a temporary loss of consciousness. The pro
phetic spirit cannot be crushed, except for a time. It 
comes to life again, and masters the Prophet in his 
own despite. So, too, the prophetic people regained 
consciousness in its o,wn despite, and we see once again 
some beginning of the " reincarnation of Moses." The 
Spirit which called Moses thousands of years ago and · 
sent him on his mission, against ·his own will, now 
calls again the generation of to-day, saying, 

"And that which cometh into your mind shall not 
be at all; in that ye say, we will be as the nations . . . 
as I live, saith the Lord God,· surely with a mighty 
hand . . . . ~ I be king over you." 

...I 
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MEMORANDUM 

To: Providence group 

From: Dan Pekarsky and Alvan Kaunfer 

Date: July 23, 1997 

Because Alvan's case deals with an attempt to develop a community vision to guide Jewish 
education, these two essays may prove useful background to our discussion. 

The Rosenak piece is one that all or most of you have examined before; The Dorff essay on 
pluralism may be new to you and of interest. We hope you will have the chance to review them. 

Alva.n's address is: 50 Sargent Avenue in Providence 

His phone number is: (401) 331-0219 

His home is approximately 20 minutes from the airport. 

If the cab driver does not recognize the address, tell him/her that it is between Elm Grove and 
Morris A venue near the Brown football stadiwn. Take the Branch A venue exit off 95. 

See you soon! 



NOT FOR CIRCULATION 

A Commu□itv-Wide Vision for Jewish Education 

Michael Roseoak 

Our task today is to examrne whether we can. come uo with general 

conceptions of a community-wide agenda for Jewish life and education. 

This is a large order and, we may say at the outset, appears to draw us 

inw a situation of some paradox. It is a large order because we do not kuow 

whether we even want a comraon agenda. The paradox is that, at first sight, "an 

agenda for a community" seems to be, by definition, a non-problem. 

\Vhy? Because when peo!)le_ traditionally spoke of "~he community," thev 

meant, "an age:1da." When people belonged to a community, it was understood to 

imply th~t that had a common practices and purposes. They were assumed to 

agree tha~ there were right and wrong ways to do things. It was 

self-1J.nd•.:rstood for therr. that qualified authorities guided the community. 

These ,tuthoriries were as3umed to know must clearly anci · definitively ·-.vhat 

right and wrong ways were, and how one walked on the right path. They were 

exhaustively educated in the culture and they were master educators. Tbe 

educationai philosopher, R.S. Peters, in his Ethics and Education, speaks of 

authority as a quality that is always present where people !ive in community 

and where tbey i<now that "there are rules." The "authorities" interpret and 

teach the rules and the rules define the community. 

Furthermore, a community always constituted "an agenda" in the sense that 

it had an ideal conception of itself as "an educated public." At its best, it 

consisted of people who shared a language, especially through the medium of 

shared books and, most likely through a sacred literature. In a very fine 

essay by the philosopher Alisdair Maclntrye called 'The Idea of an Educated 

Public" he argues that in a community of "an educated public" there are 

characteristic features. With specific ref ere nee to Scotland m the 

seventeenth century, he posits that, for example, when people argued about 

some cultural datum within "an educated public," they knew what they were 

arguing about. \Vhen people studied, they did so about and within texts that 

they shared. They had criteria of evaluation, so they knew when a speaker or 

teacher o r leader was good or bad o r in different. 
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The medieval Jewish ccmmunity was certainly also such "an educated public" 

though we, no less than enthusiasts of seventeenth century Scotland, are 

sometimes prone to romanticize the past in which Jews lived in community, when 

the community was an "agenda." But today Jews, for the most part,no longer 

live in such communities. True, there is still a small section of the Jewish 

people where community is the blatant social reality, but the concepts ,of 

identity, authority and "agenda" are generally 

there, 

all the 

authoritarian and fundamentalistic ways 

unacceptable models of communal life for 

therns,elves as living consciously in th(; 111odcrn world. 

understood rn such 

that they appear as 

others, 'for all who see 

So for most people, Jews __ included, community is no longer an agenda. 

Rather, they consider "commun1ty" to be no more than a form of voluntary 

association. This voluntary association does not usual]y involve clear-cm 

commitments, because such commitments are associated by modern or post-modern 

people with some measure of public coercion. And since all rights and all 

genuine consciousness is viewed by the majority of contemporary people as 

residing in the individual, coercive publics are seen to be oppressive or, at 

least, benighted.It is the individual who has to decide when and how s/he 

wishes to be associated with others. The community of voluntary association 

does not possess any inherent character, it has no self-Wlderstood rights of 

its own and it has no self-understand right to impose duties on individuals. 

If duties are nevertheless accepted by individuals in voluntary communities, 

they have a different status than the kind of rul~s that used to be imposed by 

au~horities. And so, the paradox with which we began was just a way of making 

that point clear, explaining why the subject of our discussion is no longer 

"paradoxical." 

What we still do have, I believe, is a manifest desire on the part of many 

Jews for community-of-association, and for something common to those thus 

associated, that may loosely be called "an agenda." Through this desire 

these Jews, we might say, have "selected themselves in." Those who "select 

themselves in," recognize or believe that they don't "have to" belong and yet 

wish to. They are those who wish neither to be assimilated nor to deny 

themselves participation in modern culture. They are "in the middle" between 

what they perceive as pre-modern Judaism and the post-modern consciousness of 

limitless and rootless choice. These Jews "in the middle" wish "to be 
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together," to do certarn things together. But they know that the common 

purpose, of being together, in community, cannot be def ended and honestly 

cherished without moving it first through the prism of pluralism. T hey assume 

that you cannot rea)ly speak about "an agenda" for a modern community without 

asking \vhat is meant by a pluralistic community and how it functions. For one 

of the characteristics of those "in the middle" is the desi re not to give up 

their right to "be themselves," even while they work towards communi ty and a 

common agenda. 

Now, when they approach pluralism, they d iscover that there are two ways 

of loo.king at it. One point of view maintains that being together does not 

negate our · being different from one another, even radically so. According to 

this position, all points of view are legitimate, though none of us is 

required to consider all. or any point of view as true. I can maintain that all 

views are relative or, conversely, that I am right and you are wrong. In any 

case, you are as much within your rights in maintaining your position as I am 

in maintaining m ine. J:Ience, when we get together as Jews, it is not because we 

agre_e about som~ vision of Jewishness, but because some perceived needs of all 

of us are met o r at least addressed ·by our association. For exa mple, we rnay be 
getting together for defense. Or for care. We may be getting together simply 

because we feel comfortable. in being re-assured about the quality of an 

in.escapable "Jewish identity." 

This is the kind of association that makes Jews build sports clubs, old 

age homes, defence leagues. It is the kind of association that Rabbi Joseph B. 

Soloveitchik of bl~ssed memory once called brit goral - "a covenant of fate." 
. . 

If there were no anti-semitism, if there was not this peculiar status of the 

Jews among the nations of the world, then we probably would not have to or 

even want to get together. Certainly, Theodore Herzl and 1vfax Nordau would not 

have wanted to establish a Jewish commonwealth had there not been "the Jewish 

problem" ( of anti-semitism). If full assimilation were possible and other 

associations were consistently feasible - and dignified , we might choose 

them. But we are bound together by common needs created by a common 

"situation" of Jewishness. 

That is one view of pluralism. In the con text of this type of pluralism, 

we are in favor of an "open" society in which each does her or his "own 

thing," and we wish for .a Jewish education in which various positions are 
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uninhibitedly expressed and played out. According to this approach, as noted, 

we take no stand on the veracity of any particular position. Our only "stand" 

is tha t they are all legitimate and they're all to be judged as "good" for 
those who need them or authentically embrace them. We do this not because we 

have philosophically evaluated and legitimated these positions but because we 

wish to be together. \1/ithout bric goral we <?-re going to be in trouble. Vie have 

joined together because, without our association, Jews, as individuals or 
I 

collectively, suffer, or are less comfortable. or more neurotic or are more 

vulnerable to persecution. 

But there 1s a second view of pluralism, and it creates greater 

possibilities for a community-wide agenda. It is that pluralism should be 

based on a "core universe," a basic set of common assumptions and perhaps 

even some common commitments. The "core universe" that underlies this notion 

of pluralism, for Jews, involves some common interpretation of Jewish 

tradition or civilization. It is based on a common understanding of what is 

particular to this civilization that we can still share. 

An examole of such a common assumotion was once cited bv Abba Eban, in 
• Ir,. -- ,,; 

the name of Walter Rattenau, a Jewish statesman of the Weimar Republic who was 

murdered by anti-semitic thugs. Rattenau allegedly said that if a Jew tells 

you that he enjoys hunting, he's lying. I don't know if this was true in 

Rattenau's time or if it is still true, but the.re was certainly a time when an 

aversion to hunting was a shared premise of Jews about the proper relationship 

between humanity and the animal kingq.om. This ass;imption dictated an attitude 

one could expect to find among Jews about the imposition of pain upon other 

creatures, in the name of "sport." 

The late Arnerican-Jewish writer, Maurice Samuel, was a great believer in 

this conception of common assumptions and he had a unique talent for touching 

up this conception with pithy and literary associations. Samuel once wrote a 

book entitled The Gentleman and the Jew in which he argued that "gentlemen" 

are people who, when about to go fight their enemies, first line up, display 

their arms, shine their boots and adjust their caps. Jews, on the other hand, 

ask where the enemy is, how one best gets at him and how one gets the thing 

over with as quickly as possible. 

This rhetoric, of course, is meant to repre.sent a kind of "civilizational 
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language." Is it still shared? Is there anything we "naturally" share as Jews? 

Because, obviously, if there is nothing we can share, we cannot have a 

community agenda beyond the minimalistic one dictated by "a community of 

fate." The question is whether there are still some things we take for 

granted, things that we hold dear, that we will defend a t all costs, things 

that clearly distinguish, ye t without pretension or pomposity, between "Israel 

and the nations." Is there still an arena in which we communicate as among 

insiders, in which we engage in controversy "fo r the sake of Heaven" and know 

what we _are arguing about? Is there anything towards which we can still 
educate together? 

I believe that, however fragile it may sometimes seem, that there still is 

a common cultural language or what the sociologist Peter L. Berger has called 

a "pla usibility structure,"· amo~g Jews. An9- _here ·I shall me ntion four possible 

feratures of it, four possible items for a common agenda, in a common 

"language." 

The first 1s the item of a common sacred literature, that is, the 

literature that exposes .our laq_guage .of Jewish culture and spirit to view in 

a primary and foundational way. This sacred literature _has traditionally been 

believed to deall with important things, to delve profoundly into origins and 

purposes, to treat of ultimate matters. It was studied "in depth,,. and was 

believed to itself be "deep." It is tf1!-e that cont_emporary Jews no longer 

agree how it should be studied, what it demands or whether it has th_e 

authority ·to demand much of anything. But Jews sti ll find it legitimate and 

potentially enriching t_o open these books together, and to discovei; points of 

contact among themselves that come to light when they study it together. They 

still view those books as singularly "theirs." 

The sociologist Charles Leibman once said, with much justice I think, 

that this aspect of a common language or a common agenda is of primary 

importance. He posited that there is no Jewish community on record that 

ceased studying Torah yet survived. If there is no )immud Torah (study of 

Torah), even if it is not quite clear what is included in Torah, even if the 

study will lead to diverse understandings and courses of action, then it is 

unlikely that there will be any community at all. 
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Secondly: it is possible for contemporary Jews to articulate a common 

language and find a common vision by "taking off" from a common vocabulary. 

Certain words that are accompanied by certain associations may be mere 

scaffolding, but, as an educational ent_erprise of community-building, it is 

something to be seriously considered and cultivated. Such a common vocabulary 

was really the "one-ness" that the renowed Zionist publicist and thinker, Abad 

Ha'am ("one .. of the nation") bad in mind for his people-in-crisis. Ahad Ha'<l,m 

wrote a very short and concise essay entitled Bein Kodesh Yabol, "Between 

Sacred and Profane." His argument is in this e.ssay is that "sacred" things are 

to be defined as those cultural artifacts that do not shed their framwork or 

"shell" even though and when their contents change. Thus, for example, the 

term "Shabbat" remains sacred even if its "particular historical contents" as 

a day of rest changes; the Torah remains forever within its "shell" of 

parchment and handwritten ·verses, though the "Oral Torah" reflects its 

changing ideals and norms. Conversely. · "profane" · matters are those in which 

the shell is discarded when the content becomes obsolete. We thus "throw 

aweay" an ancient book of physics that has outmoded scientific conceptions, 

but we continue to write - and read - "an eye for an eye" even after the Oral 

Torah h?-S "explained" that the law requires monetary compensation and not the 

offender's eye. 

A common vocabulary may well delineate what our common language of 

Jewishness, of sanctity, is. It will make a lot of difference, I think, 

whether Jews refer, in this Ahad Ha'amian spirit, to the Bible as Tanakh or as 

"Old Testament." It is significant whether .. they t_alk ·about mocza'e Shabbat or 

"Saturday night." It is indeed a ract • that language1 even as lexicon, 

invites so many associations that a · ·great deal of tarbut or "culture" comes 

along with it. After all, nobody could possibly say about "Saturday night" 

that "it begins this week at seven-forty-two," but it makes eminently good 

sense to refer motza'e Shabbat to a particular time and minute. As our 

Yiddish-speaking forbears well knew, the lexicon doesn't even have to be in 

Hebrew. If a Jew is told that "Shabbat comes in at 6:24" and s/he looks to the 

door to observe the Sabbath "coming in," there is obvious cultural illiteracy 

here. He or she lives in a different vocabulary. Those who "live in diverse 

vocabularies" will find it difficult to build a common community. 

An interesting project for educators would be to try to determine what 

this basic vocabulary is, and to explore some of the ramifications and 
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"spin-offs" of its vanous teens. Let us say, for example, that we were to 

write down one hundred value-concepts, couched in words or phrases. What could 
. . 

we learn from these terms? What would they suggest to us? 

In this connection, let me mention a joke or story about "the mne days" 

(between Rosh Hodesh Av and Tisha B'Av. Here, there are already three possible 

candidates for our lexicon: "the nine days," Tish ah B1 Av a.nd Rosh Hodesh.) The 

story is about a person who comes into a restaurant that has moved from Jewish 

to Gentile proprietors. Our cusromer is ignorant of that fac t and he sits down 

in anticipation of a good Jewish meal. When the waiter comes up to him and 

asks him what be would like to eat, the customer responds as follows: "Well, 

this week is the nine days, so I can't have meat but have to eat ·'milkhik' so 

bring me a nice piece of fish." The agitated waiter goes out to the kitchen to 

tell the cook that there is a madman in the restaw-am. "He says that there 

are niue days this week so he can't eat meat, and therefore he has to eat 

something (about) milk, so I should bring him fish." 

.Now this LS a obviously a "language" or "plausibility structure" joke. It 

belongs tc the ,•s·e.me fami1:, "u.5 ~0the dassic srory of the young child who runs 

into his immigrant grandfather's room on New York's Lower East Side of the 

nineteen-thirties and excitedly tells the old man that Babe Ruth has just hit 

his sixtieth home-run for the New York Yank~es. Whereupon the grandfather 

solemnly asks: "Is it good for the Jews?" "Iss gut fahr die Yidden?" In both 

stories, there is clearly a dissonance between the "languages" being spoken. 

So, we could make a list of one hundred phrases like "the nine days" and ask, 

"How does it enhance Jewish understanding?" and "What can you do with that?" 

In our particular case, one of the things you can "do" with it is ... to 

understand the restaurant joke. But there are many things beyond that joke. 

You may learn about matters like halavi ( dairy products) and besari (meat 

products) and so forth. And "the nine days," may, of course, set you thinking 

about Tishah B'Av and what, if anything, this day of mourning can signify for 

the modern Jew. Indeed, once you get into the phrases, you have already moved 

into the controversies. And you can't engage in controversy about them unless 

you know them. 

A third possibility for creating and possessing a "core universe" for a 

pluralistic yet common agenda is in the realm of some common community 

practice. Here, of course., matters a re invariably more complicated _than is the 
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case in the realm of "vocabulary or even study. In fact, however, practice may 

itself be viewed as a kind of vocabulary and even a kind of "learning." It is 

a conversation involving such terms as Shabbat,tzedakah. and kashrut. It 

raises such questions as: What kinds of activities are or are not conducted on 

Sh.'.lbbat by the community? How does the community give tzedakah? Is shrimp ever 

served at communal functions? Does the community mainta in a kosher kitchen? 

·when I say tha t in this realm matters invariably become more complicated 

or "sticky," it is because common practice is easi~y undersrood as a 

concession to the more traditional members of the community. In operative 

terms, we may say that some of these practices are unlikely to be adopted 

unless the traditionalist suggests or even demands them. But the other side of 

that coin is that the cornmuni.ty is unlikely to adopt these prac:ices unless 

the tradi tionalists agree -to throw: in their lot with the less "normative" 

members and .segments of the community. The traditionalists too must make a 

concession, namely to be less "denominational" and more communal. In a sense, 

everyone has to do so. Ar.d for everyone, there is a price to be paid for 

commwiity. A common language, of practice too, emerges from studying together 

and using a common vocabulary. A continual negotiation goes on because members 

of the community wish to say certain things to their co-mem bersbu t they also 

wish to be heard by them. And one who wishes to be heard, has to take the 

capacity and willingness of ochers to listen into account. 

A fourth and final item for a common language 1s the joint goal of 

identifying problems and dealing with them.· This feature of "agenda" is rooted 

in "the covenant of f a te" but quickly grows beyond it. For the ability and 

willingness to deal with Jewish problems arises not only out · of anxiety but 

also out of caring. And caring is a fundamental aspect of all community. Rosa 

Luxemburg, as you may know, once said that "merely" Jewish problems were too 

petty for her concern. She was only interested, she insisted, in universal 

problems. By which she meant, of course, German or European ones. She had no 

time or energy to care for Jews. Jewish community was not for her. 

In this aspect of "agenda," we find the community that "learns," speaks 

and acts together, caring about Jews and their problems. Today, for better or 

for worse, the problems of Jews are manifold. There is the matter of 

expressing "particularistic'' Jewish concerns in the face of an alleged 

universalism (often, someone els.e's particularism!) and, conversely, the 
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problem of def ending universal concerns in the (particularistic) Jewish 

contexts of Israel and Jewish communities. There are problems of ecology in 

Israel, where it is a specifically "Jewish problem) and elsewhere, where Jews, 

together with others, have the duty to protect environments and the right to 

breathe. Perhaps fortunately, the panorama of Jewish problems is today as wide 

as humanity and particular Jewish concerns need no longer be suspected of 

parochialism. 

In communities struggling to identify a common language, caring refers not 

only to the community itself and its protection, but to relationships between 

individuals and groups within it who seem adamantly different yet wish to find 

themselves culturally in some.proximity and kinship to one another. 

Permit me to· elucidelate by giving two examples. In 1959, there was a 

hea ted debate in the Knesset about an educa tional program proposed by the 

Minister of Educa~ic n. I t was e ntitled "Jewish Consciousness," and was meant 

to impart a love a nd appreciation for the Jewis:1 tradition among pupi ls whose 

homes were largely non-traditional and who studied a t non-religious state 

schools. Some Knesset members f rorn religious ;anies declared in that debate 

t~at there was actually no problem, or rather. that they had the solution. 

They suggested that the minister, rathe r than [nstimte a "pathetic" program 

of "Jewish Consciousness" in the schools, ought to change the school system by 

instituting the curriculum of the religious schools in all state schools. 

Then, happily, all "Jewish Consciousness" programs would become superfluous. 

But that was a triumpha list act of one-uppmanship, not genuinely pan of a 

community conversa tion. The families of the pupils for whom "Jewish 

Consciousness" programs were proposed were not going to change their lives, 

their convictions or their search for Jewish meanings in their own ways! The 

religious Knesset members who refused to see that, were refusing to engage in 

the conversation of community. 

My second and reverse example: The late Dr. Hanoch Rinot, the first 

director of the Melton Center for Jewish Education in the Diaspora at the 

Hebrew University, once told me that when television was first introduced into 

the country a fierce debate was held in the Broadcasting Commission as to 

whether there should be television broadcasts on Friday evening. And, of 

course, the view of the religious parties represented on the Commission was 

tha t such a desecration of the holy day should not be permitted. The secular 
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members of that body were annoyed lly this. They turned to the representatives 

of the religious parties and said : "It's all very well for you to oppose 

television broadcasting on Shabbat but we're living in a culture which 

naturally associates recreation with electronics. In other words, if you take 

all the sockets out of the walls, what are people going to do with their 

le isure time? Now you religious people have this quaint notion that by virtue 

of a timer ("Shabbat clock") you will still use electricity without touc~ing 

electrical appliance?. But we are not like that and we want to turn ori our 

television sets. 

At this point, a representative of the ultra-Orthodox Poale Agudat Yisrael 

party conceded the point. "I realize," he said, "that some of my neighbours 

are bored on Friday nights and television may change tha t. But if I abstain in 

the vote, can you guarantee - or at least promise - that the programs offered 

on Friday night wi ll have a spiritual content that diffe rs from ·weekday fare? 

This man had a sense of community. He couldn't vote wi th the secular parties, 

but the problems of other Jews were his problems. He wanted co make Friday 

evening more "Shabbisdik" for his neighbours. (My understanding is that the 

promise was given but later ignored.) 

Is there, in these four features of a common agenda for contemporary 

community, a partially common syllabus, a broadly sketched vision for 

education that yet relates with care a nd respect to the d iff ererrces · within our 

communities? I believe there is. 

The last point I wish to make concerns Israel. the place to locate a core 

universe for the Jewish people and the locus of many variant conceptions of 

Jewishness. Israel is no substitute for an agenda in the Diaspora, but it has 

much to teach Jews everywhere about the contours of agenda. In Israel, perhaps 

uniquely, one may learn how "the covenant of fate" jostles against "the 

covenant of destiny," and how they two (sometimes) seek accomodations with the 

other. At times it appears here that all we have in common is "the Jewish 

problem." We are here together, it then seems, because we have common enemies, 

common anxieties, mutual concerns for security and sUIVival. 

But then there are moments when it is absolutely clear that there 1s more 

than that. There is a language (Hebrew!) which is a cultural treasure (and not 

only a medium to communicate needs and concerns). There is pride, passion, 
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occasional shame and much love for what Jewish society can be and what 

poter1ti;;.l for community there is in i c. Desoi(e our differences and sometimes 

because of them. 
' 

We look into the future and see 1t 2.s wornsome and uncertain . At the same 

time, being Jewishly challenged by ic, we discern wi.thin it, an 2..genda.. This 

agendc. is imbued with moderntt.y but it is not limited to thclt. There is 

freedom within l t, but also comrni(mcr.t and community. 
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From frontiers of Jewish Thought, Steven T. Katz. ed. 
(Washington, D.C.: B1nat B'rith Books, 1992). 

Pluralism 

EUJOT N. DORFF 

Practi"1J Probkm, anti Propo111/s for Plura/im, 

Although the philosophic1l questions enuiJed in pluralism have 
been the s:imc for millennia; recent disagreements within the Jew
ish community have heightened interest in both the.practial and 
thcoretic:il sides of this b.sue. Problems involving family Jaw have 
anractcd the most :mention-definitions of Jewish status, conver-
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sions~ marrfages, :ind diV'Orces which some recognize :md some do 
not.> As b::ad as chese problems ue in North America, 1hcy are even 
worse in Israel, where such matters are controlled by the Ortho
dox chief rabbinate, which is one reason for the alarming disaffec
cion of non-Orthodox, American Jews wich Israel. 4 

But ocher, increas.ingJy vexing, tensions a!so cawe concern for 
Jewish unity. These include, first, vi1uperative public outbursts by 
one group againsc another, vioJa.cions of what Charles SiJberman 
caJls "the basic rule of American imerrdigious life"-chac js

1 
"one 

does not publi_dy deny the validity of someone ef~•s religion, nor 
does one ?ubhcly claim to h:rve a monopoly on religious cruth " -
wha1cver one chinks or says in private.-' A corollary of this is the 
need to abandon the polemics, distortions, and lies that sometimes 
characterize presentations of other views-whether in the dass
room, in a_ public oration, or in print.6 Another corollary of this 
.. religion of civility" is thac all groups-including the Orthodox-
must stop refusing co sit down together with other Jews within 
communal ag(:ncics such as the local Board of Rabbis or to enter 
buildings housing other groups for a communal meeting or 
program. 

Aside from eliminating such irritations, laypeople and rabbis 
now see the need to cake positive steps to broaden cooperation and 
a.,·oid splintering. Rabbi Harold Schulweis (Conservative), for ex
ample. has proposed exchanges on a lay level for both youth and 
adulrs 1bro-ugh joint meetings, socials, retreacs, and summer c:imp 
experiences.7 Rabbi Alexander Schindler (Reform) has suggesred 
that rabbis be invited to speak in the synagogues of other denomi
nadons; char public:uions report positive attitudes and acriviries 
concerning ocher denominations; that transdenominacional studies 
be undertaken by members of the faculties of the various seminar
ies in an effort to resolve the issues of conversion and divorce, :md 
chat there De a n:icional forum that meets no less than four rimes 
each }':;ir ro ai~ differences, explore possible crnnpromisc.o;;, a.ntl 
clt:linc 1ssuc:s ol c:ommon cause.• Rabhi lr-vlng ( ;r<.·cnhL"tg-i< )nho
dm;), who founded clw N::1tion.1l Jewish Ccntl'r for Lcurni11t: :ind 
leadership largely to overcome djvjsivenesss within the Jcwi.'~h 
communic)', has fostered ongoing meetings of rabbis and academi
cians in communities acro$S the continent to gcr to know each 
other and discuss matters of common concern. He has also sug
ge5rcd that synagogues of various denominations jointly sponsor 

classes caught by rabbis and others from all instimtions involved; 
that teenagers be brought together to discuss how to worlc to
gedter to further unity in the next generation; and that locaJ com
munities establish wk forces to promote incra-Jcwish cooperation 
and programs. 9 

At the botrom of all of this is the assen.ion that Ahauat Yura~J 
{love of one's fellow Jews) mu.st be taught as a value that tran
scends dcnominuional differences. This underscores the need for 
a theory of pluralism chat expbins how an<l why one could adopt a 
given view and yet be willing-at least with.in some bounds-to 
respect as Jews those who have different views. 

.R116binir Approa,htt to Diwrsity 

Tbt Nud for Unity, A play on words btsed on Deuteronomy 14: l 
leads the rabbis to the principJe that Jews should oot split into fac
tions.10 The need for unity is. in part, political md social. Only a 
cohesive community can prevent anarchy and plan joint action to 
protect and enhance Bfe. For ihe rabbis, though, the motivation 
was also theological: "When 1srael is of one mind below, God's 
great name is exalrcd above, .as it says, 'He became King in 
Jeshu.run when the heads of the people assembled, the tribes ofls
racl ,ogecher' (Deuteronomy 33:5)."11 1f communities a.re splin
tered, the various groups seem to be guided by cwo diffe-rtnt 
Tor-ahs or even by cwo different gods,12 which can.undermine re
spect for rdigiollS insrirucions and, uhimately, for religion itself. 
furthermore, a divided Jewish communicy cannot effectively ac
complish its religious mission of being "a light unto the nations" in 
perfecting the world under the dominion of God, u 

Those for whom unity is the exclusive or paramount goal some
simes seek co am1in it by claiming chat there is only one correct 
view and th:it al? ochers should be shunned or even attacked. Un
fonunatc\y, there is ample prcc~dcnt for thi.s approach in Jewish 
history. One accoum or the rcl,uionshiJ>S bccwcc:n the fir-s1-
cemury School of Shammai and ics rival School of Hillc:I, for ex
ample, depiccs the former as ambushing and killing all but six of 
the '3tter, 14 and in the eighteemh cenrury Eastern European Jewry 
·w:Jls split becweeo Hasidim and Mirnaggedim, who issued bans of 
excommunicatio11 against each other prohibiting members of each 
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group from eng.sging in communication or commerce with mem
bers of the Other. 

Rabbinic EndommrotJ of Piurofim. Bue that is not che only
and certainly not che predomjnant-modd for attaining unity, 
Deuteronomy's comm:mdmem not to deviate from che words of 
the coun-the basis for judkial auchoricy and commWlal con
formicy-is effectively b~anced by che command to "fe2r no nu.n 
for judgment is God's.111s Traditional sources a.ccordingly docu~ 
mem a. dynamic pluralism within the Jewish community. There are 
scvency faces to each passage in the Torah, according to the rabbis, 
and Moses was not told the final decision on each matter of Jaw 
"'so chac the Torah may be capable of interpremion with forty
nine points pro and forty-rune points conmr.'•16 People should lis
ten to eQch other and be prepared to change their minds on legal 
maccers. says the Mishnah, and the opinion of a dissenting judge js 
recorded because in a lacer genention the ooun may revise the law 
ro agree with him.11 J use_ as che nmuu tasted different co each per
son, so too, say the rabbJS1 each person hears God's revelation ac
co~djng ro his own ability.'' The long u:adition o( finding varying 
ranonalcs for che Jaws and varying interpretations of the biblicaJ 
stories is the sum and substance of d1c Midrash Aggadah, 2.nd the 
method?logy u7cd in Jewish law encourages debate.19 That may be 
fras

1
tra~ng at ttmes, b~r .o~e muse J~n t? live with it and open 

one s mmd to the muluphcuy of mcanmgs mherent in the Torah: 

Lest a mao sho~ld say, "Since some schol:ars dccl~ a 1hing impure 3nd 
others d_edarc _It pure, some prono_uncc it to bc permitted while others 
declare u forbidden, some d1squa.hfy an object whi.le others upholcl its 
fitness:,how can l !tudy Torm under such circumstances?" Scripture 
states, T~cy nrc given from one shepherd" (Ecdesi2.stes 12: J I): One 
God has g1~n them, ooe leader [Moses] has uttered them at the com
mand of lhc: Lord of !II creation, blessed be He, as it says, "And God 
spoke all these words (Exodus 20:1). You then, should maJce your car 
like :i gr.iin receiver 10d acquire 3 he:irt 1h~t can untfcrst::ind rhc words 
?f the schola.r.s who tlcdarc: a dung impure as well as those who ded::irc 
H pure, the wonb of those: who declare a thing forbi~dca ::is well 3S 

chose who pronounce it pcrmiucd, and the wurJ$ uf rhosc- wh.o dis
qualify an obiccc as well as those who uphold its fitness. .. , Although 
one schola.r offers his view and another scholar offers his the words of 
both :ire: all deri \led from w~c MoscSt the shepherd received from thc-
Ooe Lord of die uni~rse.io ' 

Pl•r•linn • 2 I 7 

Jndccd one should intcntionaUy expose oneself to diverse ~p
proach~s by studying with at least two r2cbbis1 for "one who studies 
Tor:ih from [only] one teacher will never 1crucve great success 

[lite('::lliy, 'a sign of blcssing~J."11
• • • • . 

Some, of course, did not like dlvers1ty of op1ruon. 1n the scco.nd 
century, Rabbi Jose complained that it makes the Tor~ seei:n lake 
multiple Torahs, and he amibuted th7 lack of confornucy to 1nsuf
ficic nt study and/or ovcrweaning pnde on the ~art o~ contc:11po
nry scholars.u Ten ccnruri_cs la.ter, _cho~gb, Mumomdcs poim:ed 
out chat multiple incerpretat1ons are mev1tablc because of the vary
ing temperaments and intellecrual capabilities of ~e_Torah's many 
· · rcr•rs n Rabbi Menahcm bcn Solomon Mcm (1249-1 H6) 
mterp .. · · · bl b d • bl · ·n·d that disagreement js not only mevlta e ut es1ra e as 
m21nta1 .. "th d' 
an integral part of establishing the trUth, fo~ WI _o~t 1!rte peo-
ple arc not challenged co test and refine their pos1t1ons. The tal
mudic section most quoted on thjs issue, which presencs a to_cally 
different view of the disputes between the schools of Shamma1 and 
Hillel from the one cited above, Wldcrscands sch.olarly aqpiments 
as not only rationally but th6ok,gically necessary, for all sides be-
speak "the words of the living God": · 

R bb' Abba stated in the name of Samuel: For three years there wu a. 
/ 

1 between the School of Shsmmai and the School of Hillel,. che 
f~~:~ usercing. "'The law agrees with us," and ~he la.tter contenting, 
.. The t:iw agrees wich us." Then a. Heavenly Voice announcca, The 

Of bo_,. a .... the words o £ the Jiving God, but the law agrees uttcnncc:s u 1 ,.. f 1· · 
with the School of Hil\d." Since "both arc _the words o the 1vmg 
Cod wha.r was it th:u cntid«.-d the School of Hillel to have the bw fiJl:cd 

3
cco~ing to ,hem? Bee.a.use: they were kindly and mot:!es1, they stod1cd 

their own rulings rand those of che School of Shamma1, and they [wer~ 
ci1:n 50 humble u w] mention the opinions of the School of Shamm11 

before ,heirs.11 

The goal is thus co educate people co be open co learning f~m 
others simjlar co the School of Hillel, and to respect those wuh 
whom' they dis:1.gree-so much so as co cite them first. One w:ims 
Jcamfog widl m1nncrs commitment to finding the truth together 
with respect for 01hcr~ and love of pe:1.ce.2• . 

If each answer is tl)e word of God. though,_ why exe~ ones~ in 

pursuit of cru1h? Vi.gorous 5tudy of t~e cbsstcal texts 1s required, 
:iccording to the r:ibbis, because that is the ":'ay one learns and ap-
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plies God''s will, the postbjbJical fonn of God's rcvcJation.27 One 
c?mes into _contact with God in the process of study; it is a refi
g1ous experience as weil .as a legaJ one. MoreO\ter, Jewish Jaw obli
S-ates Jews to sn1df the Torah £!1roughout tlieir'liv~s. even if they 
are poor, and even •f such smdy mvolves them in debates with their 
~eachers or parents-although there are rules of propriecy govern
mg how such debates should be held.2• 

Rabbinic Limitatiom on Pluralism. Tiree Talmud is fuJJ of frac
tious disputes in ~hi~h virtuaIIy anything cou]d be questioned. 
~h~re were some hmJtS, though, to chj5 genertl picrure of uni n
hib1ted debate. \Vhen the Sanhedrin existed rabbis could chal
lenge decisions in debate, but in practice the; had to conform 10 
the Sanhcdrin,s majority ruling.~9 Rabbinic sources stri~ to dif
ferentiate the high level of dissenc to which the rabbis were accu.s
tomed and which they lhought healthy from chac of the biblicaJ 
figure Korab, whose rebeJlion the Torah condemns. Korah's di:s
scnc, the rabbis said, was not "for the sake of Heaven" hue for his 
own po~er and love of victory, whereas the disputes of Hillel and 
Shammai were for the sake of Hc~ven-that is, to seek the truth. 
Because that was the case, rabbinic disputes will continue for all 
time, bm Konh's dispute died with him.10 Thus disputants mu.st 
a~ue for the ri~ht. reasons. wbjle foi]owing the practice deter
mined·by the ma1onty. 

Rabbinic Jiteramre speaks of Jews whose mode of dissent Jed 
the comm~nity to cxcl~de them. These include the 1nin (sectarian) 
and the apikoro, (herenc). In view of the wide latitude of rabbini<: 
debate, one -can understand why there is considerable djscussion in 
classical and contemporary literature about exactly what chese 
peop~e held or did char made their modes of dissent un:iccepcable.J.1 
Rashi, for example, says thu one fearure of admissible debate is 
chat "neither side of the conflict cites .an arugment from the Torah 
of anocher god, but only from the Torah of our God,"l2 

~n addition to such indi~iduals, there have been groups that 
splintered off from the Jewish peopk. These include Christians 
Hebrew Christians (from the first through rhe fifth centuries) t 
~araitcs (from the eighth cenrury to the present), and Sabbatian~ 
(m che late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries). 

Pli,rJ°tntf . ZH 

Rabhinic Modn of AccommQdation · in Practice. Jews ruled the 
people of these splinter groups ouuide the bounds. '!"hose who :e· 
m:i.in-ed part of the Jewish people needed co determine how to m~ 
tenet with those with whom they disigrecd. 

One rabbinic source addrcss~s the degree to which a commu
nity can tolerate diversity of practice. u For Rabbi Jo~non (th~rd 
century, Israel) and. Abayye (fourth c~nrurr, Babylonia), the P:tn· 
ciple that the community should ren:-~m ~on~d_preduded mulnplc 
p~ctices in one locale, but commumues m dmmct areas could fol
low disparace rulings in observi.ng the law. Ra~a, ~bayye's c~mem
porary and sparing partner, lS more pe~rn1ss1ve. For h~m ~he 
principle only prohibits the mc~bers of a ~1ven c:'urt from 1ssum_g 
conflicting rulings; they may d1sagree_1~ d1scuss1on, but they ult.1-
mately have co make one coherent dcc1s1on. !~o cou~, ho~ever, 
even within the same dcy, could i~suc conflicting ruhngs without 
violating the principle. lo tolerating ~his dive~s~ty1 Rava mi~ht h~ve 
been thinking of the circumstances m luge cmes, ":here dtffenng 
groups of Jews might live near each other but pcacuce Jewtsh law 
in varying ways.J• 

Mem~rs of the :schools of Sharnmai and Hillel, however, served 
on the samecouru.Howdid they agree on a ruling-and even per
mit their children to intermarry? According to one calmudic opin
ion since the Hillelites were in the majority. the Shammaires 
acc~pced their authority in practice but _remained oppo:ed i~ th:• 
ory. Pluralism. on this model, stops wnh th?ught; umform_ttY. 1s 
necessary in action, and that muse be determined by the maJott9' 
0 f the rabbis charged with making the decision. A second calmudJc 
solurjon is that God prevented any cases prohibited in one view 
but noc in the ocher from occurring. The third explanation is that 
each p:arry kept the: other in~~rmed of problen:iacic cas~s, and thus 
marriages between the fam1l1es associated w1th the ~o. schools 
couM continue.u ]n ocher words, they trusted the ma,omy, they 
trusted God, or they trusted each other.16 

Modern Approarh~J to Diwr1ity 

The rabbinic sources, il5 we ha,•e seen, tolerat,e a wide spectrum 
of opinion and even of practice, but only wit~in a communi_cy that 
shares 3 comrnicmem co the fundamencal beliefs and prac-uces of 
Judaism. For com-cmporary Jews, of course, that no longer is che 
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case. Even if Jews believe in God, they rarely fecJ commanded to 
obs~rve the dictates ofJewish law. Thus only a small percentage of 
the barely half who beJong to synagogues observe the dietary or 
SahbAth laws.H Conversely, the Holocaust and the Seate of Israel 
have demonstrated rhac, for better or worse, Jews are o ne, aJ
though not on religious grounds. Moreo~, the Jewish commu
nity is clearly distincr from rhc various Christian and secuJar 
communities jn America, and it has rejected the Jews for Jesus. 

Any modern theory of pluralism, lhen, must take accouoc of 
these new, complicating realities. Spccifially, it must explain how 
n·e can justify a pluralism within the Jewish community much 
broader chan the rabbinic sources ever contcmpl:a.ted while at the 
same time excluding those who are not accepted as Jews. 

> Modrrn, Ort~'Jdox Rej,.:ioni!m. Some refuse to engage in the cf
~ forr; they maintain that chcir view is che only correct one. Most of 
Cl') Orthodoxy has taken this r.a.ck1 including even the modern Ortho
~ dox. Thus Rabbi Norman Lamm, presidc:ru of Yeshiva University, 
::.::: has diimed that plucaJism is not a sacrc<l principle within Judaism. 

Moreover, "a pluralism which accepts everything as co-legitima.te 
~ i~hn~,~ plura

1
flism. but the kind of rela~vism that leads •. • to spiritual 

:::; m J ism. everything is kosher, nothing is kosher.11
" Similarly, 

~ Rabbi Walter Wurzburger, pa.st editor of the modern Orthodox 
..... journal Tradition, has said: "~cligious pluralism borders on reU
~ gious relativism, if not outright nihilism. It rests on the assump
,h tion that no religion can be true and that it does not really matter 
';'I what kind of my;th we invoke in order to provide us with a sense of 
r- me2.ning and purpose."J• · 

Nevertheless, Orchodox spokesmen acknowledge that, as the 
Talmud puts it, "A Jew, even if he sins, is (still) a Jew."4C>Thcy may 
not recognize the ~otwersions of non-Orthodox rabbis, but they 
are also noc willing co cut themseJvcs off from chose born Jewjsh, 
as Wunburgu states positively and passionatcJy: ~Ahavat YiJTtul 
flmre of feJlow Jews] is a religious imperative which, according to 
Rabbi Akjba, coosititues the most inclusive principle of the entire 
Torah and must be exrended to every Jew, regardless of his rdi
gious persuuion ..•. But our love for •.. fellow Jews by no m~ns 

_ precludes our commitrnenr to Torah as Torut Emtt fa Torah of 
;:. cruthJ, which entails the rejection of any articJe of f.iith or p-raaice 
cc which contuvenes the teachings of the Torah."41 

~ 
q) 
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How, chen, should ao, Orthodox Jew relate to the non-Orthodox 
movements? Rabbi Avi Shafran of Providence, Rhode Island, pur 
the position of most Onhodox spokesmen succinctly: the Reform 
and Conservative "movements :i.re oot, to me, br~nches of Juda
ism. Jewish, perhaps, 1ik.e B'n:ti B'rith or the Jewish VVar Veterans, 
but not Judai1m. That position bas long been fillcd.''4 Z 

Other Orthodox spokesmen create theoretical frameworks tbat 
soften the srarkness ofShafran's statement but do not aJter its sub
stance:. Their theories provide for cooperation :ind even 1 degree 
of appreciation of the other movements but deny them legitimacy 
as expressions of God's will. 

Lamm for example. says chat the non-Orthodox movements 
have 4lfu~ctiortal vaJidity" and maybe even "spiritual dignity" but 
not '"Jewish lcJjtimicy."Noting that the word wnditycomes from 
the Latin wlidw, meaning strong, he points out that it is simply :a 
fact chat the: non-Onhodox movements have both numbers and 
scrcngth: "From a fimctional point of view, therefore, non
Orthodox nbbis are wJid)caders ofJewish religious communities, 
and it is both fatuous and self-defeating not to acknowledge this 
openly and draw the necessary consequences, e.g., of cstal>lisbing 
friendJy and harmonious ~nd respectful rclacionships, and working 
together, all of us, towards the Jewish communa] and global goals 
thu we share and which unite us inextricably and indissolubly." 
Like Onbodox rabbis, non-Orthodox rabbis, according to Lamm, 
may or rmy not ha~ spiritual dil"ity, depending Qn dle sfoceriry 
with which they strogg]e to have their conduce conform co the 
principles of their uich: Non-On.hodox fonns of Judtism and 
their reprcscncacives, however, cannot have Jewish lrgitimac:;, for 
legitimacy (derived from l~x, law) is a nonnative and evalu:at~ve 
term, the criterion for which is "acceptance of Halakhah Ocw1sh 
l:tw] as transccndenulJy obligatory, 2s the holy and normative 
'way' for Jews, as deci5jve Jaw and not just something to 'consult' 
i.n the process of developing policy ...• At bouom, wy vision of 
the truth e:xcludes certain compering visions. And so does the 
Torah commitment."~> 

Wurzburger's us:igc of the words wlidity and legitimacy is ap
p:ircndy the ex~ct opposite. of Lam7:1's (~rying def~itio~. of 
cerms is an ongoing problem 1n these d1scuss1ons), but his posmon 
is similar; .. While I cannot recogniz.e the validity of procedures or 
practices which contravene Ha/akhic Ucwish legal] norms, I donor 
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seek rhe delegitimization of non-Orthodox movemems. On the 
contruy~ I firmJy believe that they can make significant contribo• 
tions to the extent that tbey champion C4USes which reflect the val• 
ues of our religious tradition. "•4 

Liberal Jews have principles that, in some mcasu~ contradict 
chose of the Orthodox. They would therefore reject mempts to 
rcco ncile them to Orthodox tenets, practices, or methods, bllt they 
are noc rejectionisu in the sense used above becallse they would 
continue to view Orthodoxy tS a valid (legitimate), although 
wrong, v~rsion of Ju<hism. 

Cownant of Fau, Covn1ant of D1.stiny. A second model also 
comes from Orthodox spokesmen, but it differs considerably from 
the first. Rabbi Joseph Solovckchik suggested in the 19 SOs chat all 
Jews are 'bound by two covenants, a c,ovenant of fate and a cove
nant of destiny (which he also called the cOYCnant of Egypt and the 
covenant of Sinai). 

The covenam of fare is the inescapable unity that binds Jews be
cau.se of their shared fate in history. This covenant is invoJuntary· 
Jews art part of it whether they wane to be or not. It has four com2 
ponents.: (1) shared historical cvc~c.s 0cws fed that they are part of 
everrhmg th~ ~app.ens to other Jews); (2) shared suffering (rhe 
anguish and pam mfhctedon ocher Jews I experience as mine too); 
(3) shar~. responsibility (a _sense of obligation to help other Jews 
and a willmgness to do so); and (4) shared actions (activities with 
and for other Jews). 

The covenant of desriny, by contrtst, is voluntary. lt is the act of 
commitment of the individual Jew and the Jews as a whole to real
:.ze his~oricaJ Jewish values, goals, and dreams. There are signifi
cant d~ffer-enccs among Jews as co how best to accomplish chis 
comm1tmenc, but such arguments must be carried on within the 
framework of all chose who share the covefWlt of fare. 

Solo\•eicchik devised this modeJ to explain the tics of religious 
Je~s to_ sccu~r Zionisr.s, but Rab~i Irving Greenberg nggescs ap
plying lC to mtermovcmenc rclattonships as well Note how the 
slippery words l1gitim11,y and wzfuiity here take on yet anoche.r set 
of meanings: 

I would generalize Soloveitchik's insight: one muse le2rn to distin
guish ,..,aJi'dity and legitimacy. Legitimacy is derived from and applies to 

Pb.-rJ',nn . l11 

di groups thu share the coven3nt offae. Once having cx1ended that 
legicimacy, one bu every right to c ri.ticiu: and disagccc with the valid
ity of actions by groups that "violate" the ~iunt of destiny .... All 
communities, u all marria.gcs, can exist wich fightS-cven hard 
fights-as long u the fimdamcntal legitimacy of the relationship is not 
cballcnged.' 1 

Greenberg says that applying ch is modd would rule 011c Jews for 
J~sus because by joining Chri.ni1nicy they tu.ve separated them
selves from Jewish fate. 1t would tlso suggest that the Smntr 
H asidim, Naturei Kam, radkaJ a.ssimilacionists, and anti•Zionist 
universal.ists be excluded because of their dissociation from the 
fate of Jews in lsr:act 

This analysis examines and art.iculares more clearly than the re
jectioniSt view the reasons why all Jews feel strong connections to 
each other and why they shouJd h:ive empathy for other views 
w hile also cxpl.aining how various groups of Jews can think die 
others wrong. Jews should no, only fed responsibility for each 
other (the covenant of fate) but genuinely apprcdate the many 
w;ays lhey Jews devote themselves to realizing the covenant of 
destiny. 

A Pulagopc Corwnumt. Rabbi [rving Greenberg suggests an
other way of justifying pluralism. In i:he Bible, he points out, God 
is the dominant panner in me crca.tion and definition of the cove
nant. Rabbinic literature clevarcs human beings to a role equal to 
that of God in determining the law. No voice from He.iven can do 
that, only the deliberation of the rabbis.•6 Their decisions. how
cv~ mllSt be t.ied to God's revelation in che Written or Oral 
Torah, and so bocb God and human beings have a .role. In our own 
time, Greenberg argues, after che Holocaust and the State of Is
r:sd, the dominant role has shifted to hum2nity. The Holocaust has 
made us question God's willingness (or ability) to intervene in our 
lives, and the Sme of lsrael has demonstrated Ul3t we must take re
sponsibili.ty for onrselVeS as a people. It is as if God, the ultimate 
parent, has now given us free rein to make our own decisions, 
however much we stum't>lc. "To enable people ro mllUI'e, the 
reachcrl parcnt/3.uthority must allow them experimentation, eve11 
differing judgmencs, and even the right co err.11

• 1 
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Jn So!Ol-eirchik•s model one effecuveJy s:ays of others who dif
fer, "You ~re wrong, but you are put of my people"; in this model, 
one says, W~ both ma~ ~e right.~48 The extra bonus in this ap
proach, then, is the posmve emoc,onal atmosphere it creates: we 
share not onlr mutual responsibility but also a mucuaJ effort co ar
ticulate God's will .in our time. 

Em6rodng DiVtrsity. As the Orthodox tend to have a low toler
ance for diversity, liberaJs have a high tolerance for it. This is 
c~earl~ a matte~ ~f degree-everyone wants some unity and some 
diversay-and 1t 1s not exdu:sjvely a matter of psychological tem
per. It iS 2.lso a matter of philosophical commionents. 

Rab~i Jacob Staub {Reconstructionist), for example, denies the 
~emral,ty of Jewish la~ in linking the Jewish people historically: 

I do not regard commmnent to the Halakhic system to be che tie 
that has always united a!l Jews. The surviv:ing HaJakhic sources 
r~p~se?t, ~ bclie~e, t~e views of a very smaII minority o f the rab
binic ehte. Cercam!y in our posremancipacion world, when "Jews 
ha~~ been freed fr~m Halakhic authorities," we should expect and 
re Joice at the muluple approaches to Jcwjsh Jifc chac have emerged. 
"I believe that Jews have always been, and wm cominue ro be 
divided-that d11tJka [indeed] it is because of the passion chat moti~ 
vaces.our diversjty th~ we are Jjkelyto survive wirh vibrancy."·49 

Asrde from che obvious need to coordinate efforts on some mat
r~rs, this view has at least one other disadvantage, which Staub 
h1mse!f noces. Jews working to implement conflfrting views of 
what modern Jewish life shouJd be cannot lielp but affront each 
other: ~By our very existence, some Jews :a.re· offensive and insulc
i.n~ to others-on _:a.U s!des." He speaks personaJly about the disap
pointment and pam hls Orthodox reJ:nives fee) about hjs beliefs 
and practices, a.nd v_i~ versa... We mus_r rherefore

1 
he says, "apply 

ourselves to recogmzmg, acknowledging, and bemoaning the in
advenen_r pain we cause to t~ose whom we love so dearJy-even as 
we remain steadfastly commicted to the principles we cherish. "SI) 

!tlmtifying Sha'f!td Co,n;i~io11s. Some justify pJuraJism by point
mg out h?w many conv1c~ions Jews share; djversity in the areas 
that remam are then perceived not as deleterious but as enriching 
and enlivening. 

P/i,rolimr , 11J 

Rabbi David Hartman, for example, says that religious and non
religious Jews share the goals of dc\•e-loping characcer and reject
jog idolatry in all its forms, even if they do not agree on 
appropriate methods or reasons for doing so. ! hey c:Jn thus shar~ 
both behavioral goals and a common cheolog1cal language. Rabbi 
Reuven Kimelman claims that all Jews search for retainjng Jewish 
authenticity within contemporary civilization; they seek a share in 
holiness through living as pan of the Jewish community; they 
know that separation from the Jewish community is der.achment 
from the covenant with the God of Israeli and they parcicjpate in 
discovcr'ing the grandeur of the Jewish tradicion and the culrura) 
he.roes who emerge from it. Rabbi Eugene Lipman stresses tha1 
Jews sh:ire a mission, chat our purpose is not simply Jewish survi
val but the creation of God's Kingdom on earth.n_ 

Those who cake this tack often maintain chac co the extent that 
varying positions do exist, they complement each ocher-a pojm 
which, of courset is avaiJa.ble to the other theories as well. Thus 
Rabbii Abraham Kook, former chief rabbi of Israel, appreciates dif
fering views for revealing various aspecas of the truth: "For die 
buiJd.ing is consuucted from various pans, and m~ truth of the 
light of the world will be built from variow dimensjo11s, from vari
ous :tpproaches, for these and those are the words of che living 
God."U Kimelman points out that if synagogue options are re
duced, affili:ition ates are likely to fall even below the current SO 
perce nt. Reform Jews were the first to establish 2. synagogue 
movement and synagogue-centered youm groups; Conservative 
Jews pioneered in 1eligiously centered camping and teenage pil
grimages to lsraeJ; aod_ the Orthodox have sponsored day schools. 
These institutions n<1w cxbc in all three movements to the benefit 
of all.u 

God Want..f Pluralimt. Rabbi Simon Greenberg bas suggested a 
theologic:il justification for pluralism. He defines pluulism as 
"lhe abm1y to say chat 'your ideas are spiricuaUy and echically as 
valid..:..ch:u is, as c:1p2ble of being justified, supported, and de
fended-u mine' and yet rcm:ijn firmly committed 10 your own 
ideas and p~ctices.".s-4 He defines w/id not as a term of power, as it 
is for Lamm, or conformity to a co,>cnam,as it js for IrvingGreen
be-rg, but as designating intellectual credibility and worthiness. 
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Moreover, in contrast to both Lamm and Irving Greenberg, Simon 
Grc-e-nbcrg uses kgitima(y as a synonym for wlidity. n 

But what bestows Jegitimacy upon varying views such that a 
pers:on shouJd be pluralistic? Political pluralism, as mandated in 
the Bill of Rights, can be justified by pragmatic considerations, as 
James Madison docs, but what Jegitimfaes a spiritual or ethical 
pluraUsm? G reenberg says that he knows of no philosophic justifi
cation for pluralism, for thac would entail the leg.itimation of ac
cepting a position and its contrary or contn<lictory. There is, 
however, a religious justification: God intmdtJ that we all think 
differendy. 

G reenberg learns this from, among other sources, the Mishnah, . 
which asks why God initiated the human species by creating only 
one man. One reason, the Mishnah suggests, is to impress upon us 
the p-tatnns of tht HfJJy Ont, bl.um/ bt Ht, for wh.en human beings 
mint coins, they a1J come out the same, but G od mide one mold 
(Adam) and no one of them is exactly like another. T his physical 
pluralism is maccbed by an imc!Jcctual pluralism for which, the 
rabbis say, God is to be blessed: "When one secs a crowd of peo
ple, he js ro say, 'Ble.ssed is the m2stcr of mysteries/ for just as thc:ir 
faces are not alike, so are their choughts not alike." The M idrash 
supports 1his further when ii says char when Moses was about co 
die, he said to the Lord: '"Master of the Universe, You know the 
opinions of everyone, and that there arc no two among Your chil
dren who dunk alike. r beg of You that aft~r I die, when You ap
point a leader for chem, appoint o.nc who will bear with {accept, 
JDVr/) each one of chem as he chinks (on bis own terms, kfi daato)."' 
\Ve know that Moses said this, the rabbis said, because Moses de
sc ribes God a!> "God of the ruhttt (spirits [in the plural]) of all 
flesh" (Num. 24: 16}. h is even the case, accordi.ng to Rabbi Joshua 
and alt of the: lacer tradition, tha.t righteous non-Jews h:1\-e 3 por
tion in the World co Come, for it is only "the nations who ignored 
God" who will be denied that-again, a ch·eological consid
er:nion. 16 Thus God W11nt1 pluralism so that people will con
m1ntly be reminded of His grandeur. 

These sources also indicate chat plur~ism is a divine crea.tion; 
human beings have difficulty jmitating it. To achieve the abilicy co 
be pluralistic is, in facr, the ultimate ethical and spi ritual challenge, 
according to Greenberg. Just as " love your neighbor as your
sclf"-which, for Rabbi Akiba, is the underlying principle of all 
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the comm.andmems17-requircs a person to go beyond bjologi
caJly rooted self-love1 plur:ali.sm requires ~ person co escape cg~
,ccntricicy. le is not possible for human bemgs. totally io lQvc their 
ndghbors as themselves, and neither is it possible to be_ totally 
pluraliscic; we are by nature too self-centered fully to ach1~vc ei
ther goal. The tradition, however, prescribes methods to bong us 
doscr to these aims. Many of its directions to gain love of neigh
bor appear in that same Cha peer 19 of Leviticus in which the com
mandmenc itself appears. The craditlon•s insm1ccions as to bow to 
become pluraJiscic arc contained in the talmudic source quoted 
earlier describing the debates of Hillel and Shammai; one must, 
like HilJcl, be affable and humble and teach opinions opposed to 
one's ownt citing them first." 

Epi;t,mologi(ai and Historfral GroundJ for Pluraiiim. Finally, I 
would suggest yet another approach involving epistemological :i.nd 
historical rationales for pluralism-rationales that have their own 
theological ~omponent. 

When speaking historically, one must first rem~ber the or
ganic nature of a.11 communities, including tbe Jewish one. Every 
community grows like an organismi it changes over time in re
sponse to botb intern1l a.nd atcroal circumstances. As a result, 
one caMot establish limits 011 the ideology or practice of a com
munity with any degree: of confidence in their accuracy or dunbH
ity; even Moses could not nnders~d ~e Jewish ~icion as 
cxpounderl in the school of Rabb, AkLba, accordmg co the 
Talmud.19 That does not mean that the community is incoherent; 
we are a community partly because we sh1re a history and ics he
roes, partly becau.se we are aware of ourselves and arc perceived by 
ochers as a community, partly because we work together as a com
munity, and partly because we have shared goals-a shared vision 
and mission. All the legal and intdlectual a,:tcmpts co define the 
limits and content of Jewish identity ~in whatever authority they 
have from that shared life. 

This broad, historical perspective should irnparc a degree of hu
milicy to those trying co set definire bounds and make one some
whar less earnest in doing so. The community tuilf define itself in 
time in the organic, logic.lily haphazard way ir has always used; 
theoretical :ltcempts to do this arc: pose facco rationalizations c l 
wh:n happens in a largely arational way. That does not mean tha1 
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they are worthless; on the contrary, efforts to give communal Jjfe 
rational form can contribute immenseJy to the community's self
awarenes _sand its plans for the future. One just should not exagge
rate the degree 10 which human beings can devise a communal 
definition adequate to ever-changing hiscoricaJ facts. 

Epistemological and theological con$ideracions should also mo
tivareus co cmbr:i.ce a pJuraHscic outlook. Jfwe ha,'C difficulty put
ting che facts of human history in intelligible form, how much 
more do we realize our Hmits when it comes to discovering God 
and defining what God wants of us. We are not, of course, totalJy 
at a loss in either situation; God has given us intellectual facilities 
and the Torah to guide us. But we each, as the Rabbis recognized, 
will understand God and His will according to our own individual 
abilicies and perspective. 60 "Every way of m:m is right in b js own 
eyes. but che Lord weighs the he.arcs" (Prov. 21 :2); as Rashi ex
plains, this mc:ans that God judges c:ich of us by our intentions be
cause a human being cannot be expected to know 1he truth as God 
knows it. 

Commicmenc to pluralism is motivated not only by the limira
tions of our knowledge; as we have seen, God intentionally, ac
cordfog to the rabbis, reveals-only a part of His truth in the Torah, 
and the rest must come from srudy and debate. Even with study 
there is a ljmit to human knowledge, for, as the mediev.al Jewish 
philosopher Joseph Alho said, "Ifl knew Him, I would be He.~61 

God as understood in the Jewish uadjtion thus wants pluralism 
noc only to demonstrate His grandeur in creating humanity with 
diversity but also to force human beings to realize their episcemo
logical creatureliness, the limits of human knowJedge in comp:ui
son co chac of God. One js commanded to study; one iJ supposed! ro 
be committed to learning as much of God, His world, :and His w iIJ 
as possible. But one must recognize th at a p:assion for truth does 
nae mean that one has exdusiv~ possession of it; indeed, it is hu
m:mly impossible to have full or sole possession of it. Moreover, 
one should understand that everyone's quest for religious knowl
edge is aided by discuss.iion with others, for different views force 
all concerned to evaluate and refine their positions. The paradig
matjc djsputam.s, the School of Hillel, re\•erse their position a 
number of rimes in che Talmud, in contra.st to the School of 
Shammai, which did soar most once; the HilleJites understood che 
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epistemological and theological value of plural views and the need 
to learn from others. 

Thus an approp-riate degree of religious humilicy would lead one 
to engage in spirited, spiritual argumentation; one should not as
sume that one knows the truth and attempt to exclude others by 
fiat or social pressure. One can and must take stands, but one 
should do so whj)e remaining open co being convinced co chc con
crary. One should also recognize that others may intelligently, 
morally1 and theologic2lly both think and act differently. From the 
standpoint of piety, pluralism emerges not from relativism but 
from a dc:cply held and aptiy humble monotheism. 

Tht Nud for Uniry -with Divruity 

Rabbinic sources demonsm,ce the nece~sity and legitimacy of 
vjgorous disagreement within a unified, coherent community. h 
is, of course, nor easy co balance the twin needs for unity and di
versity; one needs to discoi,•er and examine the grounds for one's 
own beli~fs and practices, screech ro see the reasons for why ochers 
believe and act as they do, 3nd determine the limits of dis~nt a 
community can tolerate. Modern theories attempc co do this i n a 
much more diversified setting than mlmudic and medieval rabbis 
ever contemplated, one characterized not only by physical disper
sion but by widely varyjng forms of being Jewish. In such circum
stances, it is not surprising that the theories differ considerabJy in 
the extent co which they va1idace the beliefs arid practices of oth
ers, but the very attempt to articulate .such theories bespeaks che 
strongly felt need co retain unicy within our diversity. 

AcconHng co the Talmud, just as Jews put on phylacteries 
(tif,!lin), so coo does God. The phylacteries which Jews wear bear 
the. verse, uHear O Israel, che Lord is our God, the Lord is one" 
(Dcut. 6:4). God•.s phyla.cteries bear the verse, "Who is like Your 
people Israel, one n3tion in the world" (l Chron. 17:21 ).61 Neither 
uni:ty has been suffici.cncly achieved. Three times each day in the 
Almu pra.yer, Jews pray that Gotits unity might be ~c:knowJedgcd 
by all people. The unity of the people Israel, with ics vigorous di
versicy inuct, must 2.Iso be the object of our work and prayers, jus, 
as it is on the mind of God. 
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1 J 1-'so. In this essay, Rabbi Kimclman cxanunes some of the ev•del'ICC: of a 
lricndly but !ill'Cly process oC debate among the r:t.bbis. of ;he ~ ish?all md 
Talmud inarguin, for Jewish plul'2liJm todty. Much ofthu amde 1s bncd 
on the ?onger trestmenr of this subjccc in Divid Dishon, Tnou, Hit
Mabld:tt Bt-Y'1mrrl (Tc1 Aviv, 198-4 ), and those who read Hebrew may prof~ 
iubly refu 10 Dishon's lhorough invesclgacion of this evidence. 

Mmnky, ~ud A., cd, A CAJE Symrm,m: Divuim. Piur11/irm anil U11ity 
11711,ml }rm, New York., 19 86. A transcript of a symposium condui::red on 
mis lllbjcct on August 7, 1986, jncluding presenutioru by Rabbis Eugene J. 
Lipman (Reform), Jacob J. Staub (Rcconstructionisc}, M~rdeca.i Waxnun 
(Cons.emitive), and Walt~r S. Vllurzburgcr (Orthodox), this valuable book
let also includel I record of chc question-and-answer period tlm folloW"Cd 
and an aMOu.tcd bibliography on pluralism. 

Mattrids ftffll tu Cn1;u1l 11111# Crmfrrt7Ut: WiU Totrt Bt One JnJJ;,h Pt~k hy 
tlN ~ar WOO? New York, 1 ~86. Prcsc:Autions by Elie Wiesel, G~rs.on 
Coh.cn In Silverman, Aluandtr Schindler, Norman Lamm, Ch2rles 
Silbe~an, and Jtving Greenberg, cogcther with a summary of suggestions 
arisi.ng from the presentations and workshops for enhancing Jewish 
ptul'2lism. 

Schechter. Solomon, "His Majesty's Opposition". In SnaiTUtr;y Adtlrmu a11J 
Oth:r Ptzpm, pp. 239-44. New York, L 9 lS, Reprint. New Y?rk, \ 9S9. One 
of the ar1icst defenseJ of Jewish plurtlism in English by che Chancellor of 
che Jewish Theologic:al Seminary of America. 

Schulweis, Harold M., "Jewish Apanheid," M~mmt 11 {December 198S) pp . 
2)-28. An ,rtic:le whose 1ide and submnce brcrJght wide mention to ,be 
tragedy of"Jewish apanheid" and. chc c:ritictl need to bridse the gapl among 
Jewish groups. 
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AGENDA FOR THE GUIDING IDEAS STUDY GROUP ("GUIDES") MEETING 
Providence, July 28, 1997 

Introduction to the Day 

Text Study (Abad Ha-am's "Moses") 

The Providence Project - Session 1: Framing the discussion and "the connector issue" 

Lunch 

The Providence Project - Session 2: The role of Jewish ideas in the process 

Designing GUIDES 

The Providence Project - Session 3: The role of Jewish ideas in the process (cont.) and 
additional issues relating to this case. 

Next Steps 



PROPOSAL FOR "GUIDES" (Guiding Ideas Study Group) 

The Guiding Ideas Study Group (GUIDES)1 is primarily made up of individuals with the 
competencies and desire to enhance the quality of Jewish education in one or both of 
the following ways: by serving as guides, or consultants, to change-ready Jewish educating 
institutions or to the infrastructure on which such institutions depend2; and/or by 
contributing to the library of intellectual resources such work requires. In some cases, 
these assignments will arise out of CIJE's efforts; in others, they will grow out of the 
individual's independent professional work. Our approach to educational improvement is 
profoundly informed by two ideas: first, by the conviction that Jewish educational 
institutions, policies, priorities and practices need to be guided by compelling 
conceptions of the nature of Judaism and of the aims of Jewish education; and second, 
by the belief that these conceptions can be clarified and deepened through a meaningful 
encounter with powerful ideas found in classical and more recent products of Jewish 
religious and cultural creativity.3 

We believe that much remains to be learned about how to catalyze positive and enduring 
transformational change in individuals and in institutions; we also believe that there is 
even more to be learned about how fruitful attention to powerful ideas and to questions 
of basic purpose can be meaningfully incorporated into change-efforts that concern such 
critical matters as the reform of educating institutions,, the preparation of leaders for 
Jewish education, and the setting of communal priorities for education. These learning 

1 As is probably clear, the term "GUIDES" is an acronym based on the phrase 
"Guiding Ideas Study Group". The substitution of "Guiding Ideas" for "Goals" is 
deliberate: "guiding ideas" could include but are not limited to "goals": for example, they 
include our underlying conceptions of what it means "to be a learning community", a 
congregation, or "to learn"; guiding ideas also point us towards powerful Jewish ideas 
that may not be reducible to goals but which inform our thinking in powerful ways. A 
possible advantage of the shift from "goals" to "guiding ideas" is that it enables us to 
drop the somewhat "instrumental" connotation of the word "goals". The term "GUIDES" 
is also suggestive of the role (reminiscent of the "coaches" which we used to speak of) 
that members of this group will play in relation to varied clients. Finally, calling the 
group "a study group" is intended to underscore the centrality of meaningful learning to 
our work together. 

2 This infrastructure would include, for example, national or regional institutions 
that prepare educators, central agencies for Jewish education, a committee composed of 
a community's lay leadership, etc. 

3 The intent in this clause is to emphasize the centrality of Jewish ideas, not to 
rule out possibility of stimulating fruitful reflection through the encounter with ideas 
emanating from the general culture. 



challenges bring us together as a community and form the core of our learning agenda .. 
1\vice a year, members of this group retreat from their routine work for seminars that 
offer three kinds of opportunities: 1) the opportunity to engage in serious Jewish 
learning and to explore the pertinence of this learning to, and its place in, the kind of 
professional work. the furtherance of which is our raison d'etre as a group; 2) the 
opportunity to explore questions, issues, and insights that relate to members' work in the 
field; and 3) other opportunities to deepen and expand our shared lore concerning 
vision-sensitive educational practice and change. 

As a vehicle of the group's own learning and as a way of building up a library of 
resources that will infuse our own work and that of others, members of this group agree 
to write up and make available to the group "cases", "case-studies", and/or other 
materials that grow out their work in the field. 



August 26, 1997 

Dear Participants in the Guiding Ideas in Jewish Education Study Group (GUIDES): 

Based on my own impressions and those of others with whom I have spoken, our July 
28 discussion in Providence was extremely rewarding, and my sense is that it will 
forward our work together in significant ways. I want to add that I particularly value the 
seriousness, the warmth, and the complete absence of posturing that animates this 
group's deliberations. Following our gathering, I reported to the CIJE staff concerning 
what transpired at our session, and this report was greeted with great enthusiasm and 
with the sense that this group is on the road to becoming an arena in which some serious 
thinking concerning CIJE's challenges will be going on. · 

Enclosed is a copy of my attempt to summarize the major ideas we discussed during our 
Providence discussions. I'm not sure I did justice to our conversations, but I hope it 
captures most of it -- especially some of the important questions and insights that were 
articulated. Please let me know if there are significant omissions, misrep:es~n~a~ops, ,.. n 

1 

11.. d r1-

etc., and I will pass your comments on to the rest of the grou . q_ ~ 
1

f'Vv-- , 

I will be contacting you in the near-future ~ dates for ur next gathering 
and w)li'!nclude some suggestions 1,;ottcerfl1ngpossible Jirecticms=te--be explornd at that 
~If you have some ideas~about these matters, please let me know. In the 
meantime, my best to all of you. 

B'Shalom, 

'(pv-
Daniel Pekarsky 
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September 3, 1997 

Dear Participants in the Guiding Ideas in Jewish Education Study Group (GUIDES): 

Based on my own impressions and those of others with whom I have spoken, our July 
28 discussion in Providence was extremely rewarding, and my sense is that it will 
forward our work together in significant ways. I want to add that I particularly value the 
seriousness, the warmth, and the complete absence of posturing that animates this 
group's deliberations. Following our gathering, I reported to the CIJE staff concerning 
what transpired at our session, and this report was greeted with great enthusiasm and 
with the sense that this group is on the road to becoming an arena in which some serious 
thinking concerning CIJE's challenges will be going on. 

Enclosed is a copy of my attempt to summarize the major ideas we discussed during our 
Providence discussions. I'm not sure I did justice to our conversations, but I hope it 
captures most of it -- especially some of the important questions and insights that were 
articulated. Please let me know if there are significant omissions, misrepresentations, 
etc., and I will pass your comments on to the rest of the group. 

I will be contacting you in the near future about possible dates for our next gathering 
and will include some suggestions concerning a possible agenda. If you have some 
ideas about these matters, please let me know. In the meantime, my best to all of you. 

B'Shalom, 

Daniel Pekarsky 

15 East 26th Street, New York, NY I 00 I 0-1579 • Phone: (212)532-2360 • Fax: (212)532-2646 



BACKGROUND 

GUIDES
1 

SEMINAR 
Pr ovidence, 7/28/ 97 

Part of the rationale for the CIJE/Mandel Institute Goals 
Seminar, organized in cooperation with CAPE in July of 1996, was 
the need to develop a cadre of talented individuals with the 
capacity to forward the educational agenda associated with the 
Goals Project. With this mind, a sub-group of the larger group 
that had met in Jerusalem was convened in December of 199 6 to 
examine a case-in-progress presented by Dan Pekarsky. The group 
was convened a second time in July of 1997 in Prov idence, Rhode 
Island: this time, the group's work was defined by a twofold 
agenda : a) reflection on a project that, as a r esult of his work 
in the Goals Seminar, Alvan Kaunfer has taken on in Rhode Island ; 
and b) the need to think through how this group o f individuals 
might most fruitfully operate as a group and contribute to the 
work of CIJE and the Goals Project. 

Attending the meeting were Karen Barth, Amy Gerstein, Alvan 
Kaunfer, Daniel Pekarsky , Nessa Rapoport, and Linda Thall. 
Invited but unable to come was David Pu~pel, who h ad recentl y 
participated in CIJE ' s Professors Seminar. 

CONSIDERING AHAD HA 1 AM 1 S 'MOSES 1 

Our work b egan with a study session organized around Ahad 
Ha'Am's essay entitled "Moses". In introducing the session, Dan 
emphasi zed that our engagement in Jewish study should not be 
rega rded a s ritual istic or as incidental to the work that brings 
us together; for it has the potential to facilitate our creating 
a kind of learning community amongst us that will contribute to 
our more task-oriented conversations , as well as t o introduc e 
concepts, insights, and questions that will shed light on our 
discussion of cri t ical educational issues . 

Led by Alvan , t h is discussion focused primarily on Ahad 
Ha'Am's characterization of pthe Prophetp (in the person of 
Moses) as leader, a characterization that emphasized 1) the 
Prophet's identity as a person of truth, 2) his pextremismp on 
behalf of his vision: his wholehearted and uncompromising 
dedication to a vision, carried deep within his soul, of what 
ought to be and must be; and 3) the Prophet's need of a priestly 
figure -- an Aaron, a person o f words -- to mediate between 
himse lf as bearer of the vision and the pthe situation down on 
the groundp . For the very same characteristics that render the 
Prophet prophetic in the sense specified in 1) and 2) render him 

1 )?GUIDES]? STANDS FOR )?GUIDING IDEAS STUDY GROUP)? . SEE THE TEXT AND THE 
ACCOMPANYING GUIDES-PROPOSAL FOR AN EXPLANATION OF THIS NAME. 
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less adept at interpreting and adapting to the needs of the 
moment . 

Our discussion of this article brought out on a number of 
themes, identified below. 

'Truthfulness•. The Prophet is a person of truth in a 
double-sense. It's not just that he or she sees things as they 
are, unbiased by subjective feeling, but also that he/she cannot 
but speak the truth (as he/she sees it) to others (and even to 
God). It is this inability or unwillingness to tailor his/her 
presentation of the truth to the audience and the context that 
necessitates the partnership with the Priest, who is described as 
"a man of words." 

But what does it mean for the Prophet to see things as they 
are? Two (not necessarily incompatible) views were articulated. 
On one interpretation to see things as they reall y are is to be 
brutally honest with oneself (and others) about what one sees, 
not letting one' s fantasies, fears, hopes, or just lazy thinking 
contaminate one' s assessment of the situation in which we find 
ourselves . In this context, reference was made to Senge's 
insistence that efforts to bridge the distance between what is 
and the vision t o which we aspire depend on a willingness to 
carefully and d ispassionately study what he calls 'current 
reality' (To cite an example from out of our l ater discussion, in 
looking at the r elationship between the vision a community 
articulates and existing social and educational a rrangements, the 
Prophet type is the one who does not let us get away with facile 
efforts to see t he vision as already embodied in the present, 
when in fact it is not; any such claim, this figure insists, 
needs to be grounded in strong evidence . ) 

On a second interpretation, "to see things as they are" is 
not only a matter of being dispassionate but of seeing things as 
illuminated by the v ision , a vision which offers one insight into 
the present which is otherwise unattainable. Thus, the vision 
functions as a k ind of lens through which the present situation 
and the challenges of the community are interpreted. This 
interpretation was accompanied by the suggestion that the first 
one seems to assume that it is possible to see current reality 
unencumbered by what the observer brings, and this led to some 
discussion of the following point: granted that the observer's 
understandings and commitments inevitably enter into what he/she 
sees, can't one nonetheless meaningfully distinguish (as 
interpretation #1 insists) between seeing things in a distorted 
and in an undistorted way? 

Prophet and priest. There was considerable interest in the 
idea that the challenges of leadership require two different 
"types", both Prophet and Priest, and there was some discussion 
of how best to understand their relationship in the process of a 
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community's growth. Does a community need different types at 
different stage s in its development? Do they represent two 
dimensions of leadership that are constantly in interaction? 
Should we understand Prophet and Priest as t wo different roles in 
the life of a community -- or, as one member of the group 
suggested, should we understand Prophet and Priest 
psychologically, as elements of the Self found within the leader? 

In any event, there seemed to be agreement that both 
leadership elements were important to a community's growth 
that the visionary without the capacity to adapt the vision to 
the needs of the moment risked being too out of touch with the 
community to be able to guide its development, and that the 
Priestly type who is always attentive to the mood and desires of 
the people being addressed is in danger of losing a meaningful 
connection to t he kind of l arger vision that the Prophet 
represents. 

Two kinds o f genius? There was in this context a challenge 
to what some f elt to be an explicit or implicit h ierarchy in 
Ahad- Ha'am's outlook: the Prophet is the genius, the Priest is 
the (mere) implementer. It was suggested that t he priest is also 
a genius -- a genius of i mp lementation. To this it was added 
that it is inaccurate to describe the work of the priest as a 
"watering down" of the vision (compromising it) in the face of a 
recalcitrant reality; rather, implementation can b e understood as 
an imaginative interpretation of vision that takes into account 
not just the vision but the situation in which it is to be 
embedded . [It i s, of course, possible to acknowledge both 
possibilities -- that is, that in the process of implementation, 
visions are sometimes but not always or inevitably interpreted in 
'watered down' ways . How to draw this distinction may be worth 
exploring.] 

The problem of •readiness•. Although time- c onstraints 
precluded serious discussion, our conversation pointed to a 
second dimension of the Ahad Ha-Am essay that is r elevant to 
efforts to encourage t ransformational c hange in a n institution 
(or community, or individual) -- namely, the problem of readiness 
for change. Here we took note of Ahad Ha-Am's discussion of the 
traditional view that the Israelites that had come out of Egypt 
were not ready to wholeheartedly commit themselves to and embody 
the vision that was put before them : neither the experience of 
great miracles leaving Egypt, nor powerful moments at the foot of 
Mount Sinai, nor even efforts at "training and education" seemed 
capable of overcoming in an enduring way the outlook and the 
values acquired as slaves in Egypt. Hence the need for the 
forty years in the desert, for a generation that had not known 
slavery . There is a sense in which "Moses" offers a pessimisti c 
view of the ability of a group of people to transcend the outlook 
or culture within which they have been raised; hence the need to 
cultivate a new generation -- or to turn one's back on 
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pathological existing institutions and try to create new ones. 

THE PROVIDENCE CASE 

Relationship to the "Moses" article . Alvan pointed out some 
natural bridges between our discussion of the "Moses" essay and 
some of the central concerns growing out of his work with the 
Rhode Island Jewish community . Ahad Ha'Am's Moses exemplifies 
the kind of "vision with punch" described in his written case, a 
compelling vision that is typically the product of an individual 
who passionately represents it -- the kind of vision that may be 
sacrificed in the search for a consensus aimed at allowing 
everyone to feel included (Alvan's "consensus" issue). And 
Alvan's worries about connecting the vision as arrived at by his 
committee and ratified by the Federation with the one-going 
development of education in the community (his "connector" issue) 
are illuminated in significant ways by Ahad Ha'Am 's discussion of 
the relationship and role of Prophet and Priest. 

Alvan•s formulation of some pertinent issues . Having 
identified the " consensus" and "connector" issues as the larger 
concerns that h e hoped we would jointly illuminate on this 
occasion, Alvan went on to identify other - what he called sub
issues - that h e hoped we would address. For example: 

choice and pluralism: in relation to the 
"consensus/inclusivity" issue , he called our attention 
to the committee's struggle with whether and how much 
to incorporate the language of choice and pluralism in 
its statement of vision. 

the problem of breadth: Is the kind of vision produced 
by the Providence community too broad to elicit 
enthusiasm and to meaningfully guide pri ority-setting 
and other facets of practice (as compared, say, with 
the more focused vision emphasizing Study and Social 
Justice articulated by Barry Schrage in Boston)? 

Discussion of Alvan's case. There was high praise for 
Alvan's work and for his write-up of the work in the form of a 
case. The writing, the exercises he used with the committees he 
worked with, his success in drawing attention to significant 
issues pertaining to change efforts informed by powerful ideas -
all of these and other virtues of his work will render this case 
a very useful teaching and learning tool as we proceed with our 
work . Below is a summary of some of the major ideas that surfaced 
in response to participants' reading of the case and to Alvan's 
presentation. 

1. How far does the vision have to go? A point that is of 
conceptual and potentially of practical significance is concerned 
with how we understand the scope of vision. A vision could be 
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understood as referring to 1) the ideal outcomes of a Jewish 
education -- the kind of person and community we hope to 
cultivate. It could also be understood to refer to 2) the kinds 
of institutions necessitated by #1. Finally, it could extend 
beyond 1) and 2) to the inclusion of 3) the kind of 
infrastructure needed to support and maintain the kinds of values 
and institutions identified in #s 1 and 2. [While #s 1 and 2 are 
discussed in DP's piece on vision in Jewish education, attention 
to #3 pushes that discussion to another level . ] All three levels 
in their inter-relationship are important, and it is of interest 
to consider how attention to them should be woven into the 
overall process of envisioning and implementation. [Note that 
while #s 2 and 3 pertain to the implementation of the ideas 
envisioned in #1, they are not in themselves stages of 
implementation; they are closer to ideas about implementation 
(not unrelate d t o Seymour Fox's Level 3, or "theory of 
practice) . ] 

2. The difficulty of maintai ning a high ene r gy level. Alvan's 
process was much more time-consuming than his group had realized 
it would be, and there may have been a problem of flagging 
energies along t he way. It was suggested that perhaps a less 
linear approach , one that allowed participants to regularly 
wrestle with questions of practice and i mplementation long before 
their vision had crystall ized , might help sustain their energy; 
well-conceived, it might also help illuminate the deve loping 
vision. 

3. How might external inputs 2 enr ich t he process of deliberation, 
and how can they be incorporated in ways that will have this 
effect and not seem like a di straction from the work of the 
group? Raised early in the day , we began - but, alas only began 
- to explore this question more systematically towards the end of 
the day when we spent some time considering how Menachem Brinker 
might have approached t he questions addressed by the Providence 
community, and h ow an e ncounter with ideas like h is might have 
enriched the del iberations of the group that Alvan worked with . 
Some of the pertinent issues in need of further d iscussion are 
articulated later in this document . 

4. What are the purposes of vision and how might attention to 
these purposes inform the design of the process of deliberation 
aimed at articulating a guiding vision? It was suggested that it 

2 11EXTERNAL INPUTS11 REFERS PRIMARILY TO WHAT WE HAVE BEEN CALLING 
11 INTELLECTUAL INPUTS11

1 TO PERTINENT POWERFUL IDEAS AND PERSPECTIVES DRAWN FROM 
JEWISH AND OTHER SOURCES. BUT AS WAS NOTED IN OUR DISCUSSION, AN EXTERNAL INPUT 
MIGHT ALSO BE 
EXPERIENTIAL (AS WHEN A GROUP OF RABBIS ASSOCIATED WITH THE SYNAGOGUE 2 0 0 0 
PRO.JECT WERE LED INTO A POWERFUL TFILLAH-EXPERIENCE WHICH THEREAFTER AFFECTED 
THEIR UNDERSTANDING OF THEIR WORK . 
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is problematic to assume that there is only kind of a purpose 
that a vision can legitimately serve; depending on circumstances, 
it may meet very different kinds of needs. Among the purposes 
and needs that a vision might satisfy in the life of an educating 
community are the following: 

a) program/curriculum design and evaluation; 

b) resource allocation; 

c) strategic planning; 

d) creating "a big tent" under which the varied members 
of a community feel they all have a place; 

e) symbolic acti on: through the vision announcing to 
ourselves and/or others who we are and what we stand 
for. 

Which of these is judged to be primary in a given situation may 
carry implications for the design of the process that leads to 
the vision. 

s . How narrow or broad , s mall or large, should be the group that 
is involved in working towards t he guiding v i s i on? In the 
context of Alvan 's case, a concern was raised about the 
narrowness of the group invol ved i n crafting the v ision that was 
to guide communal decision- making in education. It was 
suggested by one participant that the process o f working towards 
the vision is often more i mportant than t he final product; and 
that for this r eason it might have p r oved important to expand the 
circle of individuals involved in formulating the Rhode Island 
vision. It was s u ggest ed in this connection that it may not be 
too late to meaningf ully engage s i gnificant additional 
constituencies i n this process. 

6. The tacit dimension : pri orities and c ommitments embedded -
and discoverable - in e x isting f orms of practice and 
organization. It was suggested that as part of a community's 
efforts to discover or refine its guiding vision it may be of 
value to surface priorities, commitments, and compromises that 
are embedded in existing practice. It may, for example, be 
instructive to identify the value- commitments at work in an 
educating community's budget allocations or in a school's 
schedule. In the case of some such inquiries - for example, 
analysis of a schedule, the activity may be relatively 
unthreatening inasmuch as schedules tend to reflect long-standing 
practice rather than the ideology or idiosyncrasies of any 
particular individual or body. In any event, the tension between 
the commitments and priorities at work in existing practice, on 
the one hand, and those that a community affirms as central can 
catalyze significant progress at the levels of guiding vision 
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and/or practice; it can facilitate testing an avowed vision (or a 
community's commitment to it) and can lead to thoughtful revision 
at the level of practice. 

7. Avoiding self-deception or smugness: insisting on evidence and 
on the attitude of a trustworthy physician. It was suggested 
that in looking at the relationship between the avowed vision and 
existing practice, there may be a tendency in the direction of 
self- deception, a tendency "to see" the vision at work in 
practice even when the relationship between the two is at best 
tenuous. To counteract this tendency, it was urged that 
exercises aimed at discovering the commitments and values 
embedded in practice include an evidence criterion -- an 
insistence that claims about what is embedded in practice and 
about the relationship between vision and practice be accompanied 
by the evidence for these claims. 

It was suggested that an educating community needs the kind 
of truth-telling t h a t one would hope for in a physician: an 
honest account of one ' s true situation, but one f ramed in a way 
that will contribute to the client ' s abi lity to r espond healthily 
to the information. Once again , this discussion b rought us back 
to the Ahad Ha' Am's discussion of the place of truth in the 
priest-prophet equation. 

8. How much responsibility shou ld t he guide take for sustaining 
the process of deliberation and c hange ? In the c ontext of our 
discussion of a period in the Providence- process where the 
participants seemed to be tiring out, it was observed that at 
various points in a change-process , energies flag and momentum 
seems to slow and may be altoget her lost. What is the guide's 
role in this situation? More specifically, under what 
c ircumsta n c es ( if ever), should he/she take on a measure of 
responsibility for keeping the process going, and under what 
circumstances and for what reasons is it appropriate for the 
guide to allow t he p r ocess to take its own nat ural course without 
heroic efforts on his/her part to s ustain it? 

9. The significance of "choice" and "pluralism" language. Early 
in our discussion it was suggested that the prominence of 
"choice" and "pluralism" language in the Providence deliberation 
process represents a way of purchasing a sense of inclusivity 
among a very diverse population of Jews. Later in our 
deliberation, a different hypothesis was proposed: namely, that 
choice and pluralism represent traditional American values to 
which American Jews, like many other Americans, are strongly 
committed . On this view, the prominence of these categories 
reflects much more than a strategy that allows everyone to feel 
included; it also testifies to strongly held American values that 
are affirmed by the deliberators . 
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10. From vision to practice: the need for intermediate steps. In 
Providence, the process has not yet gone to the level of 
seriously wrestling with the practical educational implications 
of the vision-statement the deliberation-team arrived at. But it 
was noted by one member of our group that it would be a mistake 
to think that programmatic implications and community policy 
could be derived directly from this kind of a vision. There is, 
it was suggested, a need for developing a comprehensive strategy 
(a strategy that would itself rely on a host of empirical and 
other assumptions that go well beyond the content of the vision) 
that would mediate between the vision a nd practice. (Though not 
referred to in this context, this point calls to mind Seymour 
Fox's discussion of "the five levels", which highlights the 
complex and textured character of the relationship between vision 
and practice . 

11. The leader•s vision ... or discovering the community•s vision, 
OR • ..• 

In our initial discussion, there was a tendency to contrast 
two different approaches to vision: either a charismatic leader 
(a Moses) brings a vision to the people or a skilled facilitator 
helps the community to identify its own shared vision. In the 
course of our conversation, some other ideas surfaced. It was 
suggested that one of the challenges and tasks of a community's 
guide is to find a language through which to articulate this 
community's heretofore inarticulable understandings and values . 
Since these understandings and values can probably be articulated 
in more than one way, the guide's responsibility (for choosing a 
language that will be fruitful) is an awesome one. 

Beyond and after playing an active role in helping the 
community unearth and find a language for its guiding vision, it 
may be the role of the guide to help this community deepen the 
vision by challenging it ( e.g., by raising questions concerning 
ambiguous phrases , by offering different interpretations of key 
phrases, or by introducing difficult counter- examples). See in 
this connection #12. 

12. The role of disequilibrium in the process of deliberation . 
The role of the guide, or coach, as a gadfly is a subject that 
was discussed at some length about two years ago in a CIJE/Mandel 
Institute consultation with Professor Israel Scheffler. This 
subject entered into our discussions as well. By confronting 
participants with the gap between what they say they are 
committed to and the values embedded in practice, by raising 
irksome but important questions about what they claim to believe, 
etc., the guide tries to foster among the participants a more 
thoughtful understanding of what they are committed to and its 
implications . 

THE PLACE OF POWERFUL IDEAS, GROUNDED IN JEWISH SOURCES , IN THE 
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PROCESS OF DELIBERATION AND CHANGE 

As suggested above , early on a question was raised 
concerning how to infuse the community's deliberations concerning 
a guiding vision with powerful Jewish ideas. While some attention 
was paid to this issue late in the day, it requires much more 
sustained discussion. As a way of setting the stage for such a 
discussion (perhaps at our next meeting), you will find below a 
formulation of some of the issues in need of attention and a 
summary of a few points made in our discussion. 

The challenges we face are a direct consequence of one of 
our most basic convictions . CIJE strongly affirms that the 
process of educational deliberation needs to include serious 
struggle with questions of basic purpose and aspiration; and 
that this struggle will be enriched t hrough t he e ncounter with 
insights and perspectives found in Jewish thought . One challenge 
that grows out of this conviction is to identify ideas that will 
enrich deliberation in this way; a second challenge (perhaps that 
of the Priest r ather than the Prophet) is to formulate and 
package those i deas in forms that will engage potential 
audiences; a third challenge is to find ways of meaningfully 
introducing these intellectual inputs into an individual's or a 
group's process of deliberation. Serious work needs to be done 
in all of these areas. 

In relation to Alvan's case, the following questions come to 
mind as guides to continuing discussion: 

l} what external intellectual inputs did Alvan try to 
introduce i nto the process he led, and for what 
reasons? 

2) how and when did he try to introduce these inputs, 
and with what effects? 

3) might there have been other frui t ful ways through 
which to infuse the process wi t h pertinent external 
inputs? 

While this is not the occasion to address these issues, for 
future reference and discussion, the following point from ou r 
discussion may be worth incorporating . 

While there is a tendency to think of the introduction of 
external intellectual inputs as taking place through an explicit 
encounter with Jewish texts or a precis of such texts, this is 
not the only, or necessarily the best, way to think about how 
Jewish ideas might be encountered. Consider in this connection 
the case of psychoanalytic therapy, in which the patient may 
learn all about projection, the super-ego, sublima tion, and the 
unconscious without ever having read Freud. How does this 
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happen? Through the therapist's questions, interpretations, and, 
on occasion, elucidation of concepts and insights that are at the 
heart of psychoanalytic theory. Offered succinctly at the right 
time and in the right way, such inputs can powerfully influence 
the patient's thinking and self-understanding. 

Analogous considerations apply to guides helping clients 
(communities or educating institutions) strive for vision
sensitiv e educational practice. The guide's questions, 
formulations, metaphors, analogies, and interpretations at 
critical points in the process can introduce important new ideas 
and concepts in ways that powerfully affect the deliberation of 
participants . If, for example, the client is wrestling with the 
aims of Jewish education, instead of urging the participants to 
read certain seminal articles, it might be more fruitful for the 
guide to offer short but graphic summaries of the ideas found in 
these essays (with caref ul attention to t he needs of the moment). 

If the guide is to play this kind of role, i t is essential 
that he/she be steeped in the appropriate forms o f knowledge and 
that he/she have t h e abil ity to access and use this knowledge at 
the right time and in the right (not heavy- handed) way to enrich 
the participants' deliberations. 

DISCUSSION OF 'GUIDES ' 

This discussion focused on the possible wisdom of developing 
a serious and on-going group whose members would 1) serve as 
guides to communities, agencies , and institutions (and to CIJE 
itself) in their efforts t o develop informing visions through a 
process that takes ideas (not limited to but especially ideas 
grounded in Jewish thought) seriousl y; and/or 2) develop 
materials of var i ous kinds (e.g. theoretical pieces, portraits of 
vision-driven institutions, case- studies, cases, etc . ) that would 
support and enrich t he work described under #1 . The proposal for 
"GUIDES" (an acronym for "Gui ding Ideas study Group") was handed 
out to participants at our meeting and served as the springboard 
to our discussion; t his proposal explains wh y "gu iding ideas" 
replaces the term "goals" in this document and tries to specify 
how GUIDES will function. No attempt is made to summarize that 
document, only to identify issues surfaced in the course of our 
conversation. As a prelude to this, it is important to note that 
members of the group that met in Providence reacted with 
enthusiasm to the possibility that we would constitute ourselves 
as an on- going group. 

Purpose and character of the proposed group . In an effort to 
clarify how this group fits into CIJE and how, if at all, it 
differs from the Consulting Firm Without Walls, questions were 
raised concerning the basic purposes and character of GUIDES. The 
following points were offered in response: 
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a . GUIDES offers its members support and advice in 
their efforts to help Jewish educating institutions and 
the infrastructure that supports them to develop 
vision-guided practice through a process that takes 
ideas seriously. 

b. The existence of GUIDES offers an opportunity to 
develop and expand a body of lore concerning how best 
to think about and to organize, in different settings 
and contexts, processes of deliberation and change that 
give a central role to informed and sustained 
reflection concerning basic purposes and aspirations . 
This lore will include a developing body of concepts, 
insights , powerful examples, cases, case-studies, and 
theoretical formulations . These materials will provide 
us with springboards to our own conti nuing l earning; 
they can a lso be used as tools in our teaching, in 
efforts at "seeding the culture", and in work with 
educating institutions that are str uggling with their 
visional c ommitments .. 

c. GUIDES will offer its members an opportunity for 
growth that is simultaneously professional , personal, 
and Jewish . Jewish study figures prominently in the 
life of this group. I t s centrality is predicated on the 
assumption that the insights, ways of thinking, and 
questions t hat emerge from the encounter with well
chosen Jewish sources will i n form our thinking about 
the work that brings us together in powerful ways; and 
also on the assumption that the activity of learning 
together will contribute to the emergence of a kind of 
community and culture that will make our work richer 
and more personally meaningful. 

d. While CIJE expects that members in the consulting 
Firm Without Walls will be on-board with CIJE's beliefs 
concerning the centrality of ideas in the process of 
developing profou nd forms of Jewish educati onal 
practice, what will distinguish GUIDES is that the 
relationship between ideas and practice is at the heart 
of its members' professional and learning agenda . 

The place of ideas in Jewish educational reform: three 
dimensions. Ideas being central to the work of CIJE and to 
GUIDES, it is important to note that our oft-repeated claim that 
ideas are central to the work of Jewish education is actually a 
summary of, or a generalization from, a number of distinct 
beliefs about the importance of ideas, including the following: 

a. Judaism is rich with powerful ideas about human 
existence in its various dime nsions, ideas with the 
capacity to engage mind and heart and to t r ansf orm the 
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way we understand ourselves and the world. 
Unfortunately, such ideas rarely enter into Jewish 
education as we know it. It is essential that Jewish 
education be transformed in such a way that its clients 
will regularly encounter powerful Jewish ideas in 
honest and powerful ways. 

b. Too often educating institutions and the 
infrastructure that supports them operate without 
clear basic purposes that are capable of eliciting the 
support and enthusiasm of their constituencies; and 
even when lip-service (or more) is paid to a particular 
vision or guiding idea, it rarely suffuses the life of 
the educating institution or agency in a more than 
superficial way. It is essential that Jewish educating 
institutions come t o be i nformed by gu iding ideas, or 
visions, that identi fy their central purposes and that 
suffuse day-to- day practice across contexts . 

c . The process o f clari f ying o r discovering an 
institution' s , or our own , guiding vision is enriched 
through the encount e r with powerful Jewish ideas that 
are pertinent t o t he questions under consideration. As 
examples, t he a ttempt t o devel op a community-vision 
will be enriched t hrough the encounter with variant 
Jewish conceptions of what it means t o be a community; 
the attempt to clarify our vision of an educated Jewish 
human being will benefit f rom the encounter with 
philosophically different Jewish views of Jewish 
existence; and the attempt to develop an Evaluation 
Institute that will assess the work of Jewish educating 
institutions will do well to struggle with e thical and 
other issues pertaining to evaluation, confidentiality, 
etc . that are d i scoverable in Jewish sources . 

While our work has somet imes suffered from a fa i l ure to 
distinguish between t hese related but different ways in which 
ideas figure prominent ly i n our work, t he GUIDES proposal, like 
the Goals Project that has given rise to it, assumes that GUIDES 
will be concerned with all three of them. 

This formulation of the place of ideas in the work of GUIDES 
and CIJE brought forth a revised formulation. In contrast to the 
suggestion that Jewish thought has the capacity to elevate the 
level of discourse that informs deliberation concerning basic 
purposes, it was urged that we make the stronger statement that 
attention to Jewish ideas and perspective is indispensable in 
that it offers unique, otherwise unattainable, questions, 
insights, understandings, and solutions. 

Place of GUIDES in CIJE•s work. As suggested above, there 
was considerable discussion concerning the place of GUIDES in 
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CIJE'S work, discussion triggered by Karen's concern that, as 
described in the proposal, it seems very similar to the 
Consulting Firm Without Walls . A number of different ways of 
thinking about the place of GUIDES in CIJE were entertained: 

a) An area of specialization within the change-process? 
If the Consulting Firm Without Walls is broken into 
sub-groups interested in different phases of the 
change- process, GUIDES would come to represent one such 
sub-group -- namely, a sub-group concerned with the 
place of ideas and vision in the change- process. 

b) Levels of involvement . One could imagine the 
Consulting Firm Without Walls as made up of individuals 
with different levels of involvement. Least involved 
would be a group of human resources wh o would consult 
to different projects; more involved is a group that, 
in addition to its consulting work, attends a serious 
annual conference; most involved is GUIDES, a small 
group which meets a number of times during t he year and 
which plays a central role in defining the agenda and 
content for the annual conference. It is, in one 
p e rson's words, the R&D for the Consulting Firm Without 
Walls; it is to the Consulting Firn Without Walls what 
a hothouse is t o a garden. 

C) Where s hould GUIDES BE LOCATED -- CFWW OR "CORE"? 
Much of our discussion seemed to assume that GUIDES 
would be l ocated in the Consulting Firm Without Walls . 
As we proceeded, the suggestion was made that GUIDES be 
located in CORE, an altogether different domain, and 
that CIJE' s regular staff actively participate in its 
periodic study Group sessions that focus on the 
relationship between ideas and practice in J ewish 
education . 

There seemed to be considerable support developing for the idea 
that GUIDES should be l ocated in CORE. 

Membership in GUIDES. Who, over and above, the small group 
that gathered in Providence should be invited to participate in 
GUIDES? The sense of the group was that the group should be kept 
small enough to allow for the kind of intense discussion, free of 
posturing, that has been a hallmark of our work . 

This said, some felt that we would be enriched by including 
in the group some of the institution-based people (like Gordis, 
Steinmetz, and Lehmann) who had participated in the Jerusalem 
Goals Seminar in the summer of 1996 . As an alternative, it was 
suggested that such individuals could be invited on one or more 
occasions to bring a case to the group which would s e rve as the 
focus of our discussion on a particula r occasion; if the case is 
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well-chosen, both the group and the individual bringing it would 
profit from such an opportunity. 

Some attention focused on particular individuals who might 
contribute to the group . It was noted that in the aftermath of 
the recent Professors Seminar David Purpel was invited to 
participate in the Providence Seminar; and DP suggested that 
someone like Phil Miller (the Judaica Director of the St. Louis 
JCC), who brings an interest in informal education along with an 
open but very traditional outlook) might be a welcome addition to 
the group. Since most of those present didn't know these 
individuals, it was hard for them to react, but no conc erns were 
expressed about incorporating either of them . 

Issues for GUIDES to consider. In the course of our 
discussion of GUIDES, suggestions were made concerning some 
themes that the group might focus on in subsequent meetings . For 
example: 

Leadership vs. grassroots: when - and why - should the 
one be emphasized over the other in the development of 
a community's life? And what does Jewish thought have 
to say abou t this problem? 

Ahavat Yisrael [the love owed to all Jews] v s. 
Reproaching Jews who •go wrong• 

Americanism and Juda i sm: the relati onship between our 
identity as Americans and our i dentity as Jews. 

END OF MEETING 

I t was agr eed at the end of our dlscussion t hat we should 
wait until after CIJE's upcoming staff and steering committee 
meetings before determining out next gathering date . The sense 
of the group was that we had made a lot of progress, and we 
concluded by expressing our gratitude to Alvan a nd Marcia Kaunfer 
for their hospitality. 
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PROPOSAL FOR "GUIDES" (Guiding Ideas Study Group) 

The Guiding Ideas Study Group (GUIDES)1 is primarily made up of individuals with the 
competencies and desire to enhance the quality of Jewish education in one or both of the 
following ways: by serving as guides, or consultants, to change-ready Jewish educating 
institutions or to the infrastructure on which such institutions depend2

; and/or by contributing to 
the library of intellectual resources such work requires. In some cases, these assignments will arise 
out of CIJE' s efforts; in others, they will grow out of the individual's independent professional 
work. Our approach to educational improvement is profoundly informed by two ideas: first, by 
the conviction that Jewish educational institutions, policies, priorities and practices need to be 
guided by compelling conceptions of the nature ofJudaism and of the aims of Jewish education; 
and second, by the belief that these conceptions can be clarified and deepened through a 
meaningful encounter with powerful ideas found in classical and more recent products of Jewish 
religious and cultural creativity.3 

We believe that much remains to be learned about how to catalyze positive and enduring 
transformational change in individuals and in institutions; we also believe that there is even more 
to be learned about how fruitful attention to powerful ideas and to questions of basic purpose can 
be meaningfully incorporated into change-efforts that concern such critical matters as the reform 
of educating institutions,, the preparation of leaders for Jewish education, and the setting of 
communal priorities for education. These learning challenges bring us together as a community 
and form the core of our learning agenda .. Twice a year, members of this group retreat from their 
routine work for seminars that offer three kinds of opportunities: I) the opportunity to engage in 
serious Jewish learning and to explore the pertinence of this learning to, and its place in, the kind 

1 As is probably clear, the term "GUIDES" is an acronym based on the phrase "Guiding 
Ideas Study Group". The substitution of"Guiding Ideas" for "Goals" is deliberate: "guiding 
ideas" could include but are not limited to "goals": for example, they include our underlying 
conceptions of what it means "to be a learning community", a congregation, or "to learn"; 
guiding ideas also point us towards powerful Jewish ideas that may not be reducible to goals but 
which inform our thinking in powerful ways. A possible advantage of the shift from "goals" to 
"guiding ideas" is that it enables us to drop the somewhat "instrumental" connotation of the word 
"goals". The term "GUIDES" is also suggestive of the role (reminiscent of the "coaches" which 
we used to speak of) that members of this group will play in relation to varied clients. Finally, 
calling the group "a study group" is intended to underscore the centrality of meaningful learning 
to our work together. 

2 This infrastructure would include, for example, national or regional institutions that 
prepare educators, central agencies for Jewish education, a committee composed of a 
community' s lay leadership, etc. 

3 The intent in this clause is to emphasize the centrality of Jewish ideas, not to rule out 
possibility of stimulating fruitful reflection through the encounter with ideas emanating from the 
general culture. 



of professional work, the furtherance of which is our raison d'etre as a group; 2) the 
opportunity to explore questions, issues, and insights that relate to members' work in the field; 
and 3) other opportunities to deepen and expand our shared lore concerning vision-sensitive 
educational practice and change. 

As a vehicle of the group's own learning and as a way of building up a library of resources that 
will infuse our own work and that of others, members of this group agree to write up and make 
available to the group "cases", "case-studies", and/or other materials that grow out their work in 
the field. 



A CASE STUDY IN VISIONING: THE METRO EXPERIENCE 
Rabbi Alvan H . Kaunfer 

The purpose of this case study is to present an account of a 
visioning process undertaken as part of the work of a Planning 
Subcommittee on Jewish Education of the Jewish Federation of 
Greater Metro, a community of 17,000 Jews. It is hoped that the 
data and analysis presented in this case study will aid the CIJE 
and the Mandel Center in its exploration of the visioning process, 
by providing material for further deliberation and reflection. I 
will first present a chronological narrative of the essential 
steps in the process, followed by a presentation of some key 
issues raised by this experience. 

Background of t he committee and its Charge 
As part of its planning and evaluation process in several key 

areas, the Jewish Federation of Metro President appointed two lay 
people (A&S) to lead a committee whose goal was to 11 develop 
priorities for Jewish education in M4'!tro. 11 The chairs chose a 
committee of 1 4 consisting of lay people, professionals involved 
in various areas of the community or in J ewish education, and a 
Federation staff person. The committ4'!e included the Executive 
Director of the Bureau and a past Bureau president, as well as 
other people not involved formally in Jewish education. There was 
an attempt to i nvolve representatives from the various ideological 
movements; however, the committee ended with a heavy preponderance 
of members aligned with the Conservative movement. The chairs 
early on agreed that part of their review would necessitate having 
a 11vision11 of Jewish education which could serve as a basis for 
evaluating and prioritizing programs. The exact nature of what 
was meant by such a 11vision11 was not defined. The general initial 
plan of the committee was to work in several phases: 

1. Set the charge and goals of the committee 
2. Explore a 11vision11 for Jewish education 
3 • Review programs on a local level 
4. Review the best practice and initiatives on a national 

level 
5. Suggest priorities, programs and the need for 

initiatives for Jewish education 
6. Present a written report for Federation 

The committee was asked by the Federation president to submit 
at least an initial report by the end, of December. since the 
committee's first meeting was in September, time constraints was 
definitely a factor. 

In the context of the broader task of the committee and the 
deadline for the initial report, the committee chairs planned to 
devote one to two general meetings to the visioning process, along 
with several meetings of a subcommittee which would be formed. 



The chairs solicited advice on finding an appropriate facilitator 
for the visioning segment. In consultation with the CIJE, the 
chairs asked me to facilitate the visioning segment. 1 Despite some 
reservations about being a member of the committee and perhaps 
11 too close11 to the special interests and inner-workings of the 
community, I agreed to do the fac ilitation. 

The First Visioning s ession 
In preparation for the first 11visioning11 meeting of the full 

committee, the Federation staff person and I had conversations 
with Daniel Pekarsky in order to define a realistic agenda to deal 
with 11 visioning . 11 Through that conversation and a subsequent 
planning session with the chairs and myself, we decided to focus 
on three areas: 

1 . Understandi ng what a vision i s and why having a vision 
is important 

2. Sharing a definition of an "existential vision" 
3 . Involving members of the conunittee in an initial 

exercise of visioning 

In preparation for the session, I told the chairs that a full 
visioning process would require a much longer time than they had 
allotted, and that our time constraints may produce an incomplete 
deliberation of the issues. The chairs agreed that a longer time 
may be needed a nd that a subcommittee may want to work further on 
the visioning process; however , the task and deadline only 
provided limited time for the process. 

During the meeting, I attempted to present the three key 
areas listed above. (See Appendix A for the full session plan.) I 
introduced the notion of a "vis ion" by drawing on a personal 
analogy: 11 0Ver the Holidays we have been thinking about having 
perspective on what ' s important in our lives. Take a few moments 
to write down some principles or philosophies that guide your 
life." 

There were some fascinating responses offered, such as: 

To make a difference in the lives of others 
Don't complain affect change 
Empower others to give their 11all 11 

To be a leader in the Jewish community 

After asking how this statement guides them in life, I asked 
them to offer an example of some decision or action they took 
which was guided by that idea. 

iDaniel Pekarsky wae particularly helpful in advising the chairs at the 
initial stages of the prooeee , and in consulting with me throughout each and 
eve:ey step of the prooeee described in this case etudy . Hie queetione and 
ineighte were invaluable. · 



Then I moved the discussion of how a vision might operate as 
a guiding principle on a communal level by asking a II loaded11 

question, 11 Does this community have a guiding vision that helps 
it to make decisions and set priorities?" After a brief 
discussion of the almost unanimous 11 no 11 response, I moved to a 
definition of an "existential vision" which would be the model 
that we would use in our visioning process. I defined an 
existential vision as, "The kind of community or human being we 
would want: A vision of the ideal Jewish community and 
individual, rooted in compelling Jewish ideas." I distinguished 
between an existential vision which is content oriented, and an 
11 inst i tut iona 1 vis ion" which focused on the work of the 
institution. I also suggested that a vision had to be better 
defined than most "mission statements" which often used undefined 
slogans such as the one in the Federation mission statement, "to 
create a vibrant Jewish Community. 11 What is a "vibrant Jewish 
Cornmunity?11 

That question served as my transition into the group 
exercise . I d ivided the group in half , creating two subgroups 
each with some professionals and some lay people. Group #1 had 
the task of answering the question "What are the key (5) Jewish 
elements that should mark us as a Jewish Community?" They also 
were asked to answer, "What is the essential role of the community 
(vis-a-vis its constituent parts)? Is the community a 
'facilitator• of each institution's own ideology, or does the 
community have its own Judaic vision?" They were also asked to 
suggest an apt metaphor to describe the Jewish community (a body, 
a family, partners, etc.). 

Group #2 was given a parallel task regarding the Jewish 
individual . They were asked: 11 What would be t he essential (5) 
elements/characteristics of an ideal, modern educated Jew?" They 
were also asked to give two non-essential characteristics : "One 
who does no.t. have to ... 11 (For the group worksheets, see Appendix 
B) • 

After 20 minutes, the group came together and shared their 
findings which were tabulated on a large pad . As each entry was 
listed, I made a column on the right and asked some further 
clarification questions in order to stretch their thinking and 
avoid being satisfied with potential slogans . 

I . 

Group #2 on the Individual gave their answers first : 

The Individual 
* Motivated to turn to the teachings 

of Judaism to guide him/her in 
action 

* A person who studies text 

* Some bundle of core practices 

MY ouestions 
--Which teachings 

- -Which 11 texts11 

--What practices are 



(eg . kashrut, shabbat) 

* Serious about choices made (why 
one does/doesn't do something 
Jewishly) 

11 core11 ? 

- -Define 11 serious11 

Then there were several statements that the group c ould not 
agree upon as to whether they were essential. 

* Belie f in God 
• Primarily identifies as Jewish 
* Performs acts of l oving kindness 
* Performs rituals 

Group #1, working on the Community are a , first provided their 
definition of community . (They did have the advantage of having 
in their group, one of the chairs of the committee, who is a 
sociologist and Jewish demographer, and who was able to "rattle 
o ff" this d ef i n ition): 

11Definition of a Community: A collection of individuals who s hare 
similar values and experiences, build and support inst itutions 
that foster and enhance those values. 11 

I asked s ome clarifying questions and listed them on the pad : 

How does the individual relate to the community ? 
Is experience sharing essential? 
Can you have a Jewish community without s hared values 
(if you respect each other's values) ? 

The group then offered the following items a s k e y elements in 
a Jewish community: 

* Caring a nd supportive of individuals and institutions 

* Pluralism - inclusiveness; values a l l members for what t hey 
bring; v alues individual identification (finds a place 
within t his pluralistic commun ity) 

* 11 Time11 - rhythm of Jewish calendar and cycle of Jewish life 

* Shared Jewis h values and experiences , including: 
Tikkun Olam 
T 1 zedakah 
Israel 
Jewish learning 

I raised an additional question about what 11pluralis m11 means, 
since that is often used as a slogan without careful defin i t ion. 
Does it mean, f o r instanc e , that everyone 11 tolerates 11 everyone 
else in the community, or does it mean that the community has s ome 



shared values?2 

I had hoped to continue with two other exercises , however 
there was not enough time to do so . One exercise would have had 
them then look at summaries of the main points of articles about 
an ideal educated Jew and the ideal Jewish community, and compare 
those points to the ones they created. The second exercise would 
have asked them to suggest institutions, programs or structures 
which each point suggested. 

At this point the chairs asked fo r volunteers for a 
subcommittee to work with me to draft a 11vision statement" based 
on the responses of the larger group, and to bring a draft of that 
statement to our next meeting . Three people volunteered: the 
Executive Director of the Bureau, a lay person from a Reform 
synagogue, and a young woman working as a staff person for a 
Jewish Foundation. We set two subcommittee meetings. 

The subcommittee; First Meeting 
I suggested to the subcommittee that we proceed by looking at 

the summaries of the articles on the educated Jewish person and on 
the ideal Jewish community, and compare those. points to the ones 
on our list. That might help us also to clarify some of the 
statements our group made as well as help us to consider areas not 
suggested by the larger committee. It would also give us an 
opportunity to encounter the thinking of others on these 
challenging questions. (The article summaries a re presented in 
Appendix D.) 3 

After reading the summaries, the subcommittee considered the 
11 Individual" area. They decided to make an overall statement in 
the beginning which would frame the sub-points in the context of a 
vision for Jewish education in the community: 

11 What we hope Jewish Education in this community would 
accomplish for individuals and for the Jewish Community to 
confront the marketplace of life using Jewish perspectives and 
values . " 

The group recognized the cumbersome nature of the phrasing, 
however, they decided that it was beet to get down the basic 
ideas , and ·save the refining of the language for a later stage. 

11 The Individual II topic was revised to now include the 
following: 

2 aee especially the set of questions in Appendix c which were developed in a 
conversation with Daniel Pekars]cy and whioh were helpful in clarifying issues 
of 11 community. 11 Bee also the [Book on Demooracy--Title]. 
3 oue to the condensed time frame, shortened outlines of longer articles were 
used. inie issue of using suc h a c ondensed format is discussed later in this 
paper. 



The Individual 

Will be equipped with skills and motivated to make serious 
choices: 

* To turn to the teachings of Judaism as a guide to 
interpersonal morality and action 

* To study sacred Jewish texts and the literature and 
thought which expresses our language of Jewish culture and 
spirit 

* To observe some bundle of core practices/rituals (eg. 
Shabbat, kashrut) 

* To successfully address his/ her relationship to God 

* To freely identify as Jewish and a member of the Jewish 
community 

Note that point two was expanded from the original, 11 A person 
who studies text 11 , to include language from the Rosenak article. 
11 Belief in God" which the larger group had on the questionable 
list of key elements was included now, and expanded using language 
from the Lauer article. The introductory statement 11 equipped with 
skills and mot ivated to make serious choices " was combined from 
segments of the previous large group version, and emphasizes the 
groups tendency toward a focus on 11 individual choice. 11 This point 
will be addressed more fully in the analysis of key issues in the 
second part of this paper-. 

The subcommittee ended its first session there, and agreed to 
focus on the community area at its next meeting. 

The Subcommittee; second Meeting 
I decided to open the meeting by calling attention to the 

tendency to favor 11 choice11 language and to avoid more definitive 
statements. I asked them to consider how strong we wanted the 
statements to be as we worked ahead. 

The community area was expanded and revised to include the 
following : 

The Jewish Community will provide venues that foster and 
enhance its shared values and/or experiences by: 

* 

* 

* 

Providing multiple points of access to the community 

caring for individuals within the community, based on 
mitzvot and the principle of gemilut hesed 

Valuing all members of the community in their varying 



ideologies and explorati ons of Judaism 

* Coming together around shared Jewish values (study, 
Shabbat) 4 

* Establishing a universal Jewish literacy as a communal 
ideal 

* Ex:panding opportu nities to put Jewish ideals such as 
Tikkun Olam and Tzedakah into action 

* Co nnect ing to Israel both his torically, and as a modern 
state struggling with Jewish issues ·and democratic 
principles 

Note especially, that the subcommittee addressed the issue of 
defining 11 plural i sm 11 by e limi nating the term 11pluralis m11 and 
splitting the i ssue into bull ets number 1, 3 and 4 . 

At this point in the subcommi ttee there were two major kinds 
of reservat ions voiced. One was about where thi s whole process 
was II going. 11 There was concern about the pract i cal outcome of the 
larger committee ' s work. This was '!Ix.pressed strongly by t h e 
Bureau Execut ive Di rector, who was concerned with funding 
implicatio ns. The second reservation was a "closure hesitation . " 
Before we ended this stage of the draft, other issues not included 
were raised and added as 11 footnotes 11 to the draft: 

* An educational phil osophy that addresses t he learner and 
teachers needs to be formulated 

* We need to take into account research on 11 what works best" 
in education 

* We need to define target groups for educational s ervices 
and programs 

* We need to review what exists and note gaps and needs . 

4The 11 ooming together around shared Jewieh val.uee 11 etatement wae eparked by 
two intereeting examplee ra.ieed: One wae a 11 d o wntown11 etudy group conducted 
in a lawyer•e office, led by an ortho dox Rabbi, and inc luding participante 
from al.l the movements. The second example was an experimental. community-wi de 
shahbat p r ogram done in another c ommunity, whe re a c e rtain Shahhat was 
designated a 11 Co111D1unity-Wide Shahhat, 11 and all the institutions: synagogues 
o f various denomination, the J CC, the :eureau, the Family service, all offered 
programs that people were free to choose to attend acc ording to their 
individual interest. Those two examples, however, actually represent two v ery 
differQll'lt models of II coming together armmd Jewish values . 11 The study example 
is actually people from varioue ideologies sharing together in one activity, 
while the community Bhahbat i s a collection of separate venues happening 
simultaneously but not with eve ryon e together . 



However, when the larger committee looked at these added 
points, they agreed that they belonged under 11 implementation11 and 
not as part of a 11vision. 11 

The Final Vision statement : The Full committee 
The subcommittee draft was sent to the larger committee for 

review at the next full committee meeting . I began that 
discussion by reviewing how the subcommittee proceeded in its 
work, and highlighting some of the key additions and changes. I 
then asked for comments and clarifications. 

After a lengthy discussion of the meaning of several phrases 
( 11 successfully address", "valuing al l members", 11 shared values") , 
the committee suggested some additions such as adding 11 lifelong 
learning" to universal lit eracy, "Hebrew Language" to Jewish 
texts, and 11 Jews world-wide" to the Israel point. The committee 
also suggested that the Indivi dual and Communal sections make 
reference to each other. Thi s was i ncluded i n t h e final bullets of 
each section. 

After refin i ng the wording in a number of areas, the 
committee felt s a tisfied that the stat8ment reflected a consensus 
of its views. I t left the final drafting to a s mall group . The 
final draft of t h e vision is included on the neoct page . 



Proposed Vision Statement for Jewish Education 

Jewish Education in the RI Jewish community will enable individuals and the community to 
engage life using Jewish perspectives and values in the following ways: 

For the Individual, skills and motivation to: 

* Tum to Torah and the teachings of Judaism as a guide to interpersonal morality and action 

* Become Jewishly literate through the study of sacred Jewish texts, Hebrew language, 
literature, arts, and thought which express Jewish culture and spirit 

* Observe some group of core practices, rituals, mitzvot (e.g. Shabbat, holidays, kashrut) 

* Meaningfully adch-ess one's relationship to God 

* Freely and proudly identify as Jewish and as a participating member of the Jewish 
community 

* Identify with and recognize an obligation toward the entire Jewish people (Am Yisrael) 

* Adopt the goals of the Jewish oonnnunity as outl.imd below 

For the Jewish Community, opportunities and venues that foster and enhance the 
community's shared values and/or experiences by: 

* Establishing lifelong Jewish learning and universal Jewish literacy as a communal ideal 

*Providing multiple points of access into the corn1mmity 

* Caring for all individuals within the community, based on mitzvot and the 
principle of gemilut hesed (deeds of loving kindness) 

* Valuing all members of the community in their varying ideologies and explorations of 
Judaism 

* Coming together around shared Jewish values 

* Sharing "Jewish Time" -- the rhythm of the Jewish calendar and cycle of Jewish life 

* Expanding opportunities to put Jewish ideals such as tikkun olam and tzedakah into practice 

* Enabling a connection to: 

- Israel both historically and as a modern state struggling with Jewish issues and democratic 
principles 

- The entire Jewish People (Am Yisrael) locally, nationally, and world-wide 

* Facilitating the growth of individuals as outlined above 



At that point, I tried an exercise to see if we could 
prioritize the areas under the 11 Community11 section, by asking the 
group to chose 11 the most critical area. 11 It was my plan to then be 
able to focus the group's attention on one area and expand the 
program implications of that priority area. However, the 11voting11 

exercise ended with a scattered and inconclusive result. 

A Shift in Direction 
The chairs then abruptly changed the focus of the meeting. 

They moved to a discussion of suggestions for specific programming 
ideas. The chairs recommended that our vision statement be used 
as a 11 framework 11 in considering our priorities for programs in 
Jewish education. Some of the program areas suggested were : 

Recruitment and retention of educators 
Publicity and marketing of programs and s ervices 
support for day school s 
Programming for marginal Jewish populations 

The switch in level from t h e general areas considered in the 
vision to the rather specific programmat i c areas seemed not only 
abrupt, but on a completely dif ferent l evel of discourse. The 
pressure to present a list of educational program priorities to 
Federation and the concerns about 11what Federation might fund" 
were evident in the conversation. 

At the fol lowing full-group meeting, there was an attempt to 
prioritize the suggested program areas. Yet, there was an uneas y 
sense among the group during that prioritization process, that 
this del.iberat ion was now divorced from the prior discussions of 
the vision . This disparity became evident when a member asked the 
basis of our prioritization which was followed by a discussion of 
what was the "communal will. 11 

Since the December deadline was rapidly approaching, at the 
end of this meet ing the chai rs suggested t hat they along with the 
Federation staf f worker would draft a report to be pres ented to 
the full committee . 

During the meetings of the chairs and the Federation staff 
worker, a rather surprising change in approach occurred. They 
decided that rather than present the report in two parts - - a 
vision statement and programmatic recommendations -- that they 
should emphasize the vision and delete the programmatic 
recommendations. Their thinking was (1) that the Federation would 
just attend to the programmatic recommendations and ignore the 
vision statement, and (2) that the vision statement really had to 
serve as the basis of developing programmatic priorities -- a 
process which they realized did not really take place at the final 
group meetings. 

At the next full-group meeting, they presented their 



rationale a nd a draft 
Federation to adopt the 
committee to consider 
recommendations based on 
by the larger committee. 
in Appendix E . 

report which emphasized the need for 
vision statement and create a follow-up 
programmatic priorities and specific 
the vision. This approach was approved 
A copy of excerpts of the full report is 

The Federa t ion Executive commi tte e 

The chairs met with the Federation President and Executive 
Director to explain their rationale for focusing on the vision 
statement in their report. The chairs asked for time at the next 
Federation Executive meeting to do a brief visioning exercise and 
to give the Federation time to respond to the vision statement. 
The purpose of the 11 mini 11 visioning exercise would be to involve 
members of the Exe cutive in an inte ractive experience which would 
give them a 11 taste11 of the process that the committee went through 
in developing t he v i s i on statement . The goal of the presentation 
to the Execut ive would be to have them 11 adopt 11 the vision 
statement and endorse a reconst i tuted committee to explore 
programs based o n the vis i on. The Feder at i o n President and 
Executive Director were i mpressed by the approach and the idea of 
t he presentation to the Federation Executive. 

The chairs , the Federation staff person, a nd I met to plan 
the str ategy of the 50 minute segment we were given . We decided on 
a three part presentation. S. would give a brief introduction to 
the committee and its process and to why they decided to present 
the vision statement rather than prioritized p rograms. Then I 
would divide t hem into groups and do a mini visioning exercise 
based on the fi rst one I did in the committee. Finally A. would 
lead a discus s i on on the actual vision statement . We decided to 
emphasize that the purpose of the visioning exercise was not to 
re-invent a new v i sion or even change it substantially, but to 
give a flavor o f the process. Since we coul d not be sure how many 
new and unexpected poinSt would be raised i n the visioning 
exercise, we d ecided that " would take • some" (undefined) but not 
all of the new input and incorporate i t i nto the vision . We could 
surmise, though, that the r e would be s ome "Federation agendas" 
which would be emphasized (as indeed happened). Copies of the 
report were sent in advance to the Executive Committee, and our 
committee members were invited to attend. 

At the meeting, things went essentially as planned. The 
exercise took longer than the allotted time, because people began 
to discuss the points I listed on the pad as I took responses from 
each group. Interestingly enough, most of the responses coincided 
with points already on the vision statement. There was indeed an 
emphasis on 11 Federation11 concerns as expected. For example, many 
more responses focused on 11 social welfare" areas (caring for basic 
human needs , etc.); and two new items not included in the vision 
statement~= 

* Being active in the general community as a citizen 



* Being a 11 light11 to the non-Jewish world 
seemed also to reflect a Federation concern with being involved in 
the non-Jewish world, and not just in the Jewish community . In 
addition, Jewish observance was llQ..t. one of the categories 
mentioned in any group. 

When A. conducted the next part of the discussion on the 
actual vision statement, there was almost no response . The 
statement was endorsed unanimously. A. reiterated the next steps 
which included appointing a reconstituted committee which would 
include representation of synagogues and agencies, to begin to 
develop programs based on the vision. 

Af t er the meeting A. expressed to us great consternation and 
disappointment that there were virtually no comments on the vision 
statement. My feeling was that a) we explicitly stated that we 
did not want t hem to 11 re- i nvent 11 the statement , which may have 
been interpreted as, 11 leave i t alone"; b) the v isioning exercise 
did produce a l arge overl apping of poi nts a l ready on the vision 
statement which may have i nduced t h e group to be more accepting of 
it; and c) Federa t ion Executive Commi ttees a re used to "rubber 
stamping11 especially phi l osophical statements, and they were eager 
to move on to the more 11 n i tty gritty11 budget agenda. 

one interesting and unexpected result of the vision exercise 
happened during the budget discussion. On several budget issues 
people spo ke of their 11 philosophical 11 stances, referring 
specific ally t o the previ ous exercise and discussion of vision. 
Thus, in spite of the silence during the discuss ion of the vision 
statement, the visioning del i beration did seem to have some 
impact, at least for the moment. 

As of this writ i ng, Federation has not yet reconsti t u t ed the 
committee, and things seem to be on hold. I don't know yet if 
this means that the process will stop her e, or whether the next 
phase will indeed get going. If it does cont inue, it will be 
interesting to see how the vision statament is u sed in developing 
the next stages of educational planni ng. 



Key Issues Raised by the case 

This case study raises a number of key issues in the actual 
practice of moving communities to a visioning process. 

The first issue involves the role of the facilitator. In 
this case, the facilitator was a member of the community and a 
member of the committee charged with developing a vision for 
Jewish education in that community. The initial reservations both 
of the facilitator and of the chairs in using an 11 insider11 were 
dispelled as the process unfolded. Although an "insid er" might 
lack some objectivity, and may not engender the initial aura of an 
"outside expert," the insider-facilitator may, on the other hand, 
have a sense of the key players, the real underlying issues, and 
the inner dynamics (" cultu re" ) of the community that an outside 
consultant would not have . I n addi t i on, there c an be a trust for 
an inside-facilitator that an outside consultant may not achiev e 
for a long time. This experience suggests that the CIJE could 
11 train11 visioning facilitators from within communities embarking 
on a planning process. The process of ident i f i cation, selection 
and training of such personnel would require more exploration. 

The second key issue raised by the c a se study involved the 
contex t of the committee ' s task. Here, Federation defined the 
task as focusing on priorities in programs, and it set a limited 
time frame fo r the committee to complete its report. The 
programmatic f ocus framed the initial goals a nd phases of the 
committee• s work. Both thc.i programmatic focus and the time 
pressures creatad the tension i n the last meetings between dealing 
with the broader issues raised by the visioning process , and the 
11 need11 to present Federation wi t h a prioritized list of specific 
programs in Jewi sh Education. In what has been described as a 
rather unexpected shift of t h e chairs in the final stages of 
writing the report, there was a decision to return to the vision 
and to hold t he specific programmatics until the vision was 
adequately dealt with by the Federation Board and by a subsequent 
follow-up committee . Th i s case r ai s es two k ey questions in 
conducting visioning sess i ons for commun i t y groups: 

(1) How do we work with the pre-set agendas , frameworks and 
directions establis hed before the visioning process 
begins? 

(2) Often there is predilection to jump to specific 
programmatics and funding concerns. How do we keep the 
focus on the vision? 

Had t he chairs not "realized" that the vision was being left 
aside in favor of the programmatic "need, 11 the outcome of the 
process would have been quite different. 

The next issue raised in this case is whether in communal 
visioning deliberations, a "consensus" vision can be achieved . 



Many of the models of visions which the CIJE has considered in its 
seminars have been developed by individual s. The Educated Jew 
papers, and the Arthur Green monograph, for example, are the work 
of individuals . However, when you work with a diverse committee, 
sometimes including differing movement i~eologies, how do you 
reach a vision which i s both agreeable to all, and which is strong 
in its statement? In this case there was a fascinating process 
taking place. The first tendency was to avoid specific strong 
statements and employ the language of choice ( 11 motivated to make 
serious choices 11 ) . Yet at the final level of reaction by the 
larger committee, the ambiguities of choice were eliminated in 
favor of more definitive statements ( 11 skills and motivation 
to ... 11 ) . How do we balance the need for specificity and strong 
statements, with the need for broad consensus in a diverse group 
or organization? Was the move from 11 choice11 to definitive 
statements a natural process which happens in such deliberations, 
or was it unique to this case? 

There is also often an avoidance of 11 tough 11 issues in order 
to reach consensu s or not to 11 offend11 t hose with a differing 
opinion. 5 How do we hel p the group confront such 11 tough11 issues, 
and not dilute their visi ons by avoiding that confrontation? Do 
such consensus vis i ons tend to be too al l -encompassing and, 
therefore, unwieldy as instruments of decision making. If so, how 
can we focus t h em? We will need more experience t o answer such 
questions and to guide us in developing procedures for working 
with visioning in diverse settings. 

Another major procedural issue is whether we can condense the 
visioning process. Sometimes, as in this case, one of the pre-set 
criteria is a given time-frame which may not be adequate for 
developing a full vision. The initial plan was to spend only one 
or t wo meetings on the visioning process. In actuality, the time 
and attention spent on the vision increased as the process 
unfolded. Yet, the procedural question of what can be done with 
11 visioning11 in one or two sessions was a crucial one at the 
outset. The directed exercise involving the development of a list 
of key elements for the ideal Jewi sh i ndividual and Jewish 
community seemed to work well . Yet it rai sed other questions. Is 
there a tendency in such exercises to focus on unexamined slogans? 
How do we expand brief language into clear, carefully worded, and 
well-defined statements which truly reflect what the group means? 
At what point and in what form should we introduce written 
material on visioning? Are short summaries of articles adequate 
for visioning discussions? These questions will need to be 
answered in order to develop better tools for conducting visioning 

5There wae a long digreeeion when we came t o the ieeue of lie ting 11kaehrut11 • 

The woman from the Refoi,n eynagogue eaid it ehou1d not be liet ed ae an e xample 
of a k ey element for a Jewieh individua l : When challenged about community
wide events being koeher, e h ~ agreed, but eha dietinguiehad between that and 
individuals needing to k eep koeher a e a criterion for an 11 ideal Jewi e h 
indiv idual . " 



deliberations . The exercises in Appendices A-Bare a beginning, 
but they will need to be developed and refined. 

A related question regarding condensing the visioning process 
is, Can a vision be expressed in a one-page 11vision statement" as 
was developed in this case? Need a 11 genuine 11 vision be a more 
fully expanded document (as with the Educated Jew papers)? 
Perhaps, on the one hand, brevity is more useful as a tool for 
later planning and decision making . Yet, on the other hand, brief 
statements may leave the true intention of the group vague and 
ambiguous . 

These related questions surrounding t he condensing of the 
visioning process and the production of a concise vision statement 
are key issues in developing approaches and strategies for the 
visioning process. 

Finally, I would like to suggest that we need to look atthe 
place of visioning in the wider planni ng process. What is the 
relationship o f visioning and the 11vision11 (in whatever form it 
appears) to, f or example, the examination of existing programs, 
the development of a set of 11needs11 , the creation of new programs, 
the setting o f priorit i es , the fundi ng of programs, and the 
implementation process. These are some of the questions that arose 
both during the visi oni ng process and at the j uncture at the end 
of the Federation Executive presentation. How was the process to 
continue and l ead to program implications? Other questions such 
as who should be involved at each stage of the visioning and 
implementation process were raised. Who are the 11 stake-holders? 11 

At what point should congregation and school representatives be 
brought in? How is the vis ion II sol d 11 to the wider group or 
community? What should be the next steps? 

These issues are related to other basic i ssues regarding the 
place of visioning in the overall planni ng process: Need 
visioning be done f i rst? (Compare Michael Fulle n•s "Ready, fire, 
aim. 11 )6 Should it b e d one continually t hroughout the process of 
planning? These questions relate to such key philosophical issues 
as the relations h ip o f theor y and practice, vision and 
implementation, the approaches to change in complex organizations, 
and the issue of the place of aims in education. In this case 
study, the tension between vision and program was evident 
throughout the process . The practical questions of funding, 
existing programs, agency agendas, also were constantly present in 
the not so distant background as we attempted to deal with our 
ideals in the foreground . How do we get from the vision to the 
implementation? These are all crucial questions as we attempt to 
refine the art of visioning. 

6 aee also the discussion in Amy Gerstein•s paper, "Different Approaches to 
Educational Change: choosing a Route that Makes aense, 11 CJ:JE, December l.996. 



Appendix A 
Discussion Plan for Visioning Session with 

Planning Subcommittee on Jewish Education, Jewish Federation of RI 

I. What is a "vision" and why is it important? 
A. Personal Analogy 
• Over the Holidays we have been thinking about having perspective on what's important in our 

lives. Take a few moments to write down some principle(s) or philosophies that guide 
your life. For example: 
- Giving to others is the most important principle to me 
- I want to always be growing in my life: professionally and personally 
- You have to have love for others--tbat's what's most important in life 

• [put some on the board, and ask:] 
- How does that guide you? Your actions? 
- Give an example of some decision/action you took that was driven by that idea. 
- Are any of these "Jewish"--Rooted in Jewish thought/ideas/values? 

• How might a vision be important in helping the community shape its priorities (in Jewish 
Education)? 

[open] 

B. Two examples of having/ not having a vision: 
1. The story of Twersky articulating his vision of what an ideal Jew might be--assimilated 
his vast knowledge of Maimonides and his personal philosophy. He will now oover go 
back and see Maimonides sc~l in the same light--is what they are doing reflecting that 
vision? (cf. Waldorf or Montessori schools; research that schools with strong visions are 
better schools) 

2. Does this Jewish community have a guiding vision which helps it to make decisions--on 
funding, priorities etc.? [no] 
-How might it be different if it had one? 
- (There may be an implicit philosophy that a community /institution operates by in reality, 
but is not articulated. Once it is articulated, it may surprise people & change their ideas 
about what the vision~ to be.) 

C. Existential vision vs. Institutional vision 
-The model of visioning we will be using is one of Existential vision: 
~ kind of community or human being we would want: ideal Jewish community 

and individual. Rooted in compelling Jewish ideas/ philosophy 

-Institutional vision by contrast would focus on the kind of institution we wanted (eg. a 
warm school climate) 

D. Problem with Mission statements: 
-Too brief--don't explain what people mean by key terms--
eg. "Love of Israel"--whose? Netanyahu's? Peres's? Herzl's Abad Haam's? 
- eg. Feooration Mission Statement: 
The mission of the Federation is to perpetuate and enhance a vibrant Jewish Connnunity ... 
What's a "vibrant Jewish Community"??--That's the question I'd like us to explore 



II. Creating a Vision of a Jewish Community/ Jewish Individual 

A. Split into 2 groups: 
Group # 1. What are the key (5) Jewish elements that mark us as a Jewish Community? 

* What is the essential role of the community (vis a vis its constituent parts)? 
(Is the community a "facilitator" of each institution's own vision?ideology? 
or-- Does the community have its own Judaic vision? 
or--Is it the catalyst for cooperation among institutions?) 

* What would be an apt metaphor to describe the Jewish community? 
(eg. a body, a family, partners ... ) 

Group # 2 What would be the essential elements/ characteristics in a ideal, modern 
educated Jew? 
"An ideal, modem Jew would be a person who ... " 

* Give two non-essential characteristics of a modern Jew--"One who does not have to .. " 

B. Tabulate answers on big chart 
-Ask for general reactions 
- My role--ask to clarify, what you meant by ... 
- Share some otrer questions from"What does it mean to be a Jewish Community" 
document 

C. Encollllter with other visions 
-Send Group 1 back with summary of Rosenak and/or Shrage summaries 

-Group 2 with Lauer and/or Greenberg 4 highlight points 

Tasks: 
1. Reformulate the key elen::ents of Community/Individual 
2. Chart out what Structures/Institutions/Programs might facilitate each key element 

(eg. "Lifelong Learning"--community network of mentors for adults) 



AppendixB 
Group # 1. --A Vision of a Jewish Community 

:+:\1/hat are the key (5) Jewish elements that mark us as a Jewish Community? 

• 

• 

• 

* What is the essential role of the community (vis a vis its constituent parts)? 
(eg., Is the community a "facilitator" of each institution's own 
vision? ideology? 
or-- Does the community have its own Judaic vision? 
or--Is it the catalyst for cooperation among institutions?) 

>1< What would be an apt metaphor to describe the Jewish community? 
(eg. a body, a family, partners ... ) 

--What are the implications of that metaphor? 

An Existential Vision: The ki.nd of community or human being we would want: ideal Jewish 
community and individual; rooted in compelling Jewish ideas/ philosophy 



Group # 2-- A Vision of an Ideal Jewish Individual 

"'What would be tre essential (5) elements/ characteristics in aide~ modern educated Jew? 
"An ideal, modem Jew would be a person who ... " 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

* Give two non-essential characteristics of a modem Jew--"One who does not have to .. " 

An Exi.stential Vision: The kind of community or human being we wou/,d want: ideal Jewish 
community and individual; rooted in compelling Jewish ideas/ philosophy 



Appendix C 
What does it mean to be a Jewish Community? 

-What is our purpose as a Jewish Community? 
-How does the larger community relate to the constituent parts?(Does the community just facilitate 

its constituents in their own Judaic visions, or does the community itself have a Judaic 
vision?) 

-What is the relationship of the constituent parts to each other? 
-What is the relation of the individual Jew and the community? 
-What are the key Jewish elements that mark us as a Jewish Community? (eg. lifelong learning, 

giving tsedakah)(Where are they found within the body of the corrnnunity?)(What 
structures (institutions) are crucial?) 

-What concept of "what Judaism is all about" underlies our conception of a Jewish Community? 
-What holds us together as a community? What do we share? (values, practices, commitments, 

beliefs, Hebrew language) 
-What do Jewish Communities around the world/ in history share in common? 
-What don't we (they) need to share? 
-What divides us as a community? (lines of division) 
-Who aren't we---What isn't essential/ defining characteristic(s) of us? 
-What are the terms of membership? (Who is a member? What are the "dues"? What do you have 

to do, or don't you have to do that makes you a member "in good standing"? an "active" 
member?--minimum vs. maximum; What is a "member in bad standing"?) 

-Who is outside the community? (boundaries) 
-What would be an apt metaphor in describing the Jewish Community? (family, body ... ) 
-In your ideal Jewish Community, how would you know who was a Jew? 



Appendix D 
Four Items for a Community-Wide Agenda 

l . Sacred Literature---the literature that exposes our language of Jewish culture and spirit (limmud-
"study of' Torah) 

2. Common Vocabulary-- eg. "shabbat", "Tanakh" vs Old Testament 

3. Common Community Practice-- eg. Tzedak:ah, kashrut 

4. Identifying problems and dealing with them--eg. "continuity" problem 

*(based on "A Community-Wide Vision for Jewish Education" by Michael Rosenak, Mandel 
Institute for the Advanced Study and Development of Jewish Education, Jerusalem, 1994) 

A New Paradigm: A Community of Torah and Justice 

Torah and Tzedek are inextricably bound. They are the theory and practice of our 
continuity. The study of Torah links us to our ancestors, provides a fol.llldation on which to base 
our actions in the world, and lead us to an encounter with the transcendent. the practice of Tzedek 
grows out of our understanding of our tradition and our role in the world. Through Tzedek, we 
fulfill our spiritual destiny of repairing the world. Without torah, there can be no uniquely Jewish 
vision of social justice, learning has no meaning ..... 

Establishing universal Jewish literacy as a communal norm for adults as well as 
children must be our highest priority. 

Torah without Tzedek is empty principles. Expanding opportunities to put Jewish 
ideals into action must be at the core of our communal agenda. 

"""'( excerpted from "Building a Community of Torah and Tzedek: A New Paradigm for the Jewish 
Community of the 21st Century" by Barry Shrage, in At the Crossroads: Shaping Our Jewish 
Future, CJP and Wilstein Institute, 1995) 



Tlie Goals of Jewish Education 

OUR STRATEGIC GOAL: to maintain Jewish cultural integrity and valoos within a larger and 
accommodating society. 

In this context TIIE GOAL OF JEWISH EDUCATION would be: to train each Jewish 
individual in such a way so that he or she is 

* equipped to sucoessfully address his/her relationship to God, 

* able to confront the challenges of the marketplace of life using Jewish perspectives and 
values, 

* and willing and capable of participating as a constructive, contributing member of the 
Jewish community. 

*(from "Towards the Soular Wars: Planning, Advocacy and Funding for the Future of Jewish 
Education by Chaim Lauer, BJE of Greater Washington, 1991) 

The Educated Jew 

Jewish education is to be evaluated according to its sucoess in fostering in its graduates four 
qualities: 

1. Love of learning Torah (i.e. the fundamental books of Judaism) 

2 . Love of the fulfillment of the commandments between man and God (symbols which point to 
the transcendent realm, eg. Sbabbat, Prayer, kashrut). 

3. Acoeptance of the Torah as a guide in the area of interpersonal morality, with the recognition that 
the ethical decrees of the Torah are the fruit of unceasing interpretive activity. 

4. Living a lifestyle which creates a Jewish community and Jewish environment 

5. A relationship to the Jewish people in both Israel and the diaspora (a shared consciousness of 
unity of the Jewish people) 

-c based on "We Were as Those Who Dream: A Portrait of the Ideal Product of an Ideal Jewish 
Education"--Draft-- by Moshe Greenberg, Mandel Institute for the Advanced Study and 
Development of Jewish Education, Jerusalem, 1994) 



AppendixE 
Excerpts of Final Report to Federation 

Report of the Planning Subcommittee on Jewish Education 

Introduction 

1be Subcommittee on Jewish Education was establisood with the goals 
of understanding trends in education planning, of identifying communal 
needs in the field of Jewish education in this State, and of providing 
direction for major decision- making as we enter the next century. 

Work of the Subcommittee 

1be initial goal of this Planning Subcommittee on Jewish Education was to 
develop priorities for programming for Jewish education in Greater Metro. 
In the course of our deliberations, however, we realized that 
priorities could be set only if an overall vision of our community were 
available to provide direction and guidance. A vision statement thus 
became an integral part of the subcommittee's work. 

Vision statement development 

Sessions were also devoted to 
developing a vision statement for the goals of Jewish education, for both 
individual Jews and the Jewish community in Rhode Island. The vision 
statement is designed in the long term to provide an ideal towards which 
Jewish education can strive, and, more immediately, to guide the 
corrnnunity's decisions in setting priorities to be implemented soon. In 
doing so, we acknowledge that the ideal presented in the vision statement 
seeks to effect a transformation in our community; but we also recognize 
that such a change must be adrieved one step at a time. Realizing the 
vision may require reordering of existing priorities and funding. Our 
fonnulation of the vision statement was facilitated by Rabbi Alvan 
Kaunfer, using a methodology he studied with the C01mcil for Initiatives 
in Jewish Education (CUE). 

Recommendations 

I. lbe Vision Statement 

We strongly recommend that the Jewish Federation of Greater Metro fully 
endorse the vision for Jewish education in the state. Federation alooo is 
uniquely positioned in the community to ensure its wide acceptance and to 
ensure its implementation. This vision statement should provide 
guidelines for future decision making. 

Specific programmatic initiatives are not appencbd to this report for 
three reasons: 

1) Adoption of the vision statement transfonns the way we as a community 
address Jewish education: 



a. in relation to the individual; 
b. to its role in leadership development; and 
c. in relation to the community. 

2) Initial adoption of the visions statement is crucial to program 
development since programs will need strong inter-agency and community 
support. 

3) Proper development of programs to be submitted for funding 
consideration will take more time than is available for submission of 
this interim report. 

Next Steps 

We recommend a successor committee to this subcommittee to further define 
the Jewish education priorities of the community and to develop specific 
recommendations for their implementation. Once the vision statement is 
adopted by the Federation, tbe priorities imbedchi in it will direct the next 
phase in the planning process. While the vision statement has inherent 
value as a long-range guiding force for this community, additional work 
is necessary to fully meet the charge of the subcommittee and to reach 
the full potential of the concepts outlined in the vision statement. 

After the Federation Board adoption of this vision statement for Jewish 
education, next steps should include: 

* Establishment of an on-going planning committee with representation of 
the congregations; 

* Adoption of the vision statement by the entire Jewish community, 
reinforcing linkages between the Federation and the agencies and congregations; 

* Undertaking a thorough environmental scan of Jewish educational services 
throughout the state; 

* Continuing consideration of the vision and modifying it as necessary; 
Setting goals based on that vision; 

*Specifying programs that will further the realization of the. vision; and 

* Evaluating programs in terms of their quality and effectiveness in moving 
us toward the vision. 

CONCLUSION 

... The creation of the Planning Subcommittee on Jewish Education 
has been one of the Federation's responses. In tum, the subcommittee 
has responded, as detailed in this report, by developing a vision of a 
transformed Jewish community in which the values, learning, literature 
and culture of tbe Jewish people are part of the daily life of its 
members and are reflected in individual and communal behavior. 
place in Judaism .... We look forward to seeing it placed in a prominent 
position on the comrmmity agenda and to experiencing its transformational 
role in our community. 




